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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter serves as an introduction to the thesis and reviews the basic require-

ments necessary for studying impact of specific class of new physics (i.e. beyond the

Standard Model (SM) of particle physics) scenarios which may leave their signatures

in neutrino mixing at the long baseline (LBL) experiments. Presently, we know that

the SM of particle physics is capable of successfully describing a large volume of ex-

perimental data. However it is no longer the case in the context of neutrino physics.

Neutrino oscillations among the three active neutrino flavors have been vindicated by

many categories of experiments such as solar, atmospheric, accelerator and reactor

experiments which in turn implies that neutrinos have non-zero masses and the SM

is inadequate. The present generation of neutrino oscillation experiments have been

fairly successful in establishing neutrino oscillations and the next generation of ex-

periments have been planned to answer some of the remaining unknowns in neutrino

oscillation physics. In this thesis, we address some of the pertinent issues involving

the impact of new physics in neutrino mixing at the future LBL experiments with

main focus on the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE).

1.1 Neutrinos and the Standard Model

Since we wish to deal with topics beyond the SM of particle physics in this thesis, let

us first describe what is SM. The SM of particle physics is a theory that gives a com-



1.1. NEUTRINOS AND THE STANDARD MODEL 2

prehensive description of fundamental constituents of matter and their interactions.

This theory was devised by Glashow, Weinberg and Salam [1] and includes unified

theory of electroweak interactions and the theory of strong interactions (quantum

chromodynamics). We will give a brief description of the structure of the theory

next.

1.1.1 Brief overview of the Standard Model

In the present section, we define the SM of elementary particles by introducing the

particle content and parameters of this model. Our aim is to give only a short

introduction here. In order to delve deeper into the subject touched upon here, we

refer the reader to the seminal papers on the SM [1] and to the standard texts [2].

The SM is quantum field theory of electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions

based on a gauge theory with an SU(3)c

⊗
SU(2)L

⊗
U(1)Y gauge group. The SU(3)c

is the symmetry group of strong interactions where c is the colour quantum number

carried by the gauge bosons that mediate strong interactions. The SU(2)L

⊗
U(1)Y

is the symmetry group of electroweak interactions where L is left chirality and Y is

the weak hypercharge defined below. SM comprises of three kinds of particles : the

gauge bosons that mediate the interactions, fermions (quarks and leptons) and the

Higgs sector.

Fermionic content of SM : The basic constituents of matter are the spin-half

fermions which comprise of the leptons and the quarks. There are 3 generations of

leptons and quarks in the SM.

liL :


νi
ei



L

eiR ; qiL :


uiα
diα



L

uiαR diαR ; i = 1, 2, 3 & α = 1, 2, 3

with i being the generation index and α being the colour index. In order to account

for the V-A nature of the charged current (CC) weak interactions, the quarks and

leptons transform according to left-handed (LH) doublet and right-handed (RH)

singlet representations of SU(2)L . In order to account for the strong interactions

of quarks, the quarks transform as triplets of SU(3)c of colour, while the leptons

are singlets under SU(3)c . The assignment of weak hypercharge corresponding to
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the U(1)Y group to the various SU(2)L and SU(3)c multiplets is according to the

charge formula : Q = T3 + Y , where T3, Y and Q denote the third component of

weak isospin corresponding to SU(2)L , weak hypercharge and the electric charge

generators respectively. Note that electric charge is independent of colour, since

no generator of SU(3)c appears in the charge formula. In Table 1.1 and Table 1.2

respectively, we have listed the three generations of leptons and quarks and their

properties like mass (in units of MeV/c2), electric charge (Q in units of |e|), the third

component of the weak isospin (T3 = ±1/2 for a weak isospin doublet and 0 for

a singlet), the average charge of the weak isospin multiplet called the hypercharge

assignments for fermions and the individual lepton family and baryon numbers.

Generation Particles Symbol Mass Q T3 Y Lepton no.

(Leptons) (MeV/c2) Le Lµ Lτ

I Electron νe < 3× 10−6 0 +1
2
−1

2
+1 0 0

neutrino

Electron e− 0.511 −1 −1
2
−1

2
+1 0 0

I Electron e−R 0.511 −1 0 −1 +1 0 0

II Muon νµ < 0.19 0 +1
2
−1

2
0 +1 0

neutrino

Muon µ− 105.66 −1 −1
2
−1

2
0 +1 0

II Muon µ−R 105.66 −1 0 −1 0 +1 0

III Tau ντ < 18 0 +1
2
−1

2
0 0 +1

neutrino

Tau τ− 1777 −1 −1
2
−1

2
0 0 +1

III Tau τ−R 1777 −1 0 −1 0 0 +1

Table 1.1: Properties of 6 known leptons in the SM. The corresponding anti-leptons

have equal mass but opposite charge and additive quantum numbers.

Bosonic content of the SM : The scalar sector of the theory has one elementary

particle called the Higgs boson. In the SM the Higgs boson transforms according to
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Generation Particles Symbol Mass Q T3 Y Baryon no.

(Quarks) (MeV/c2) B

I Up u 1.5− 4.5 +2
3

+1
2

+1
6

1/3

Down d 5− 8.5 −1
3
−1

2
+1

6
1/3

I Up uR 1.5− 4.5 +2
3

0 +2
3

1/3

Down dR 5− 8.5 −1
3

0 −1
3

1/3

II Charm c 1000− 1400 +2
3

+1
2

+1
6

1/3

Strange s 80− 155 −1
3
−1

2
+1

6
1/3

II Charm cR 1000− 1400 +2
3

0 +2
3

1/3

Strange sR 80− 155 −1
3

0 −1
3

1/3

III Top t 174.3± 5.1× 103 +2
3

+1
2

+1
6

1/3

Bottom b 4000− 4500 −1
3
−1

2
+1

6
1/3

III Top tR 174.3± 5.1× 103 +2
3

0 +2
3

1/3

Bottom bR 4000− 4500 −1
3

0 −1
3

1/3

Table 1.2: Properties of six known quarks in the SM. The corresponding anti-quarks

have equal mass but opposite charge and additive quantum numbers.

doublet representation of SU(2)L while under SU(3)c it is a singlet. The complex

scalar doublet is given by

Φ =


φ

+

φ0




The two complex scalars carry an electric charge Q = +1, 0 and a weak hypercharge

Y = Q− T3 = 1/2. Note that the Higgs boson is the only boson in the theory which

is not a gauge boson.

In the gauge sector, we have eight gluons which are the gauge bosons of SU(3)c

and are the mediators of strong interactions. For the broken SU(2)L

⊗
U(1)Y , we

have three weak gauge bosons : the W± and the Z and one photon (γ) which mediates

the electromagnetic interactions. The gluons are chargeless and massless objects and

carry colour quantum number. The W± are charged and massive particles while Z

is electrically neutral but massive and the photon is both chargeless and massless.
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The 8 gluons (g) and the 3 weak bosons (W±, Z) are self-interacting but the photon

(γ) is not. The properties of the gauge bosons and their interactions etc are listed in

Table 1.3.

In a gauge invariant theory, none of the fields correspond to massive parti-

cles as global gauge invariance does not allow fermion mass terms while as local

gauge invariance forbids any boson mass terms. Spontaneous symmetry breaking

allows for the mass terms without sacrificing the renormalizability of the theory.

The Higgs boson induces this spontaneous symmetry breaking of the gauge group

SU(3)c

⊗
SU(2)L

⊗
U(1)Y to SU(3)c

⊗
U(1)Y.

Particles Symbol Mass Q Symmetry Interaction

(Gauge bosons) (in MeV/c2) (strength)

8 Gluons g 0 0 SU(3) Strong

(1)

Photons γ 0 0 U(1) Electromagnetic

(10−2)

Intermediate vector W± 80.423 ±1 SU(2) Weak(10−5)

bosons Z0 91.1876 0 SU(2) Weak(10−5)

Table 1.3: Properties of gauge bosons and their interactions and underlying symme-

tries in SM.

A Remark concerning the mass of the neutrino : The neutrino sector in

the SM has only LH neutrinos and RH anti-neutrinos which form doublets with cor-

responding charged leptons. With one Higgs field Φ in the theory, only the Yukawa

couplings l̄iRliLΦ + h.c. are present in the SM and we have a global symmetry cor-

responding to lepton number conservation. Thus, neutrinos are massless in the SM.

There are many possible extensions of the SM to give mν 6= 0; they can be broadly

categorized as

1. Extension of the Higgs sector only : Other scalars besides the Higgs doublet, Φ

can join the lepton bilinear to form SU(2)L

⊗
U(1)Y gauge-invariant Yukawa
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couplings. These can be triplet : H, singly charged singlet : h+ and doubly

charged singlet : R++. For example, when the triplet, H develops a vacuum

expectation value (vH), a Majorana mass term for the neutrino, (vHf)ν̄ciLνiL,

results.

2. Extension of the lepton sector only : The simplest scheme is obviously the

addition of three neutral singlets, the RH neutrinos, νeR, νµR and ντR in

the theory. These are singlets under SU(3)c and SU(2)L and carry no hy-

percharge. In this extension we get additional terms in the Lagrangian of the

type : Dν̄iLνiR+Bν̄ciRνiR+h.c., where D = (1/
√

2)vΦf . A Majorana bare-mass

term B is present because νR is totally neutral with respect to SU(2)L

⊗
U(1)Y

group and we do not impose lepton number conservation on the theory. Thus

in this extension we are naturally led to consider neutrino mass terms of the

Dirac and Majorana types.

3. Extension of both Higgs and lepton sectors : This is the most general case where

one adds new scalars like Higgs triplet mentioned above as well as RH singlet

neutrinos to the theory. Here also, we can get neutrino mass terms of both

Dirac and Majorana types.

1.1.2 Neutrino interactions within the Standard Model

Neutrinos interact and scatter off matter as described by the electroweak theory of

SM [3, 4]. Neutrinos make excellent probes of hadronic matter. They are structure-

less, comparatively easy to generate in accelerators and their electroweak properties

are well understood. One of the common methods of studying hadrons at quark

level is by investigating the collisions of neutrinos with protons or neutrons in a fixed

target. The effects of small interaction cross section for neutrinos has been overcome

by modern experiments through the use of high-intensity beams coupled with mas-

sive detectors which give luminosities in the range of 1036cm−2s−1. Data samples in

excess of one million events are now available, which allow measurements of strong

and electroweak parameters comparable in precision to other fixed target and collider
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determinations. In the SM, neutrinos interact only weakly with matter, either via

the exchange of a W boson or of a Z boson. Neutrino-nucleon interactions dominate

over neutrino-electron interaction, due to the small electron mass and the composite

structure of the nucleon. The ratio σν−e/σν−p(n) is of the order of me/mp. The only

exception is the νe− e interaction around E = 6.3× 106 GeV, where the resonant W

boson production enhances the cross section by two orders of magnitude.

• Charged Current interactions are given by

LCC =
g

2
√

2
(J+
µW

+µ + J−µW
−µ) (1.1)

where the strength g is the SU(2)L coupling constant and J+
µ is the V −A weak

CC and can be written as

J+
µ =

∑

i

ψ̄fγµ(1− γ5)ψi (1.2)

Here ′i′ stands for charged leptons (e, µ, τ, d′, s′, b′) and ′f ′ is the corresponding

weak isospin partner (νe, νµ, ντ , u, c, t) respectively. In short-hand notation, we

may simply write

J+
µ = (ū d′)V−A+(c̄ s′)V−A+(t̄ b′)V−A+(ν̄e e)V−A+(ν̄µ µ)V−A+(ν̄τ τ)V−A (1.3)

For the low-energy four-fermion interaction, we generate the following effective

Lagrangian

LCCeff =
−g2

2M2
W

J+
µ J
−µ (1.4)

We can make the identification that g is related to the Fermi coupling constant

GF ,
GF√

2
=

g2

8M2
W

where MW is the mass of the W boson.

• Neutral Current interactions are given by

LNC = eJemµ Aµ +
g

2 cos ΘW

J0
µZ

µ (1.5)
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where e is the QED coupling constant, g is the SU(2)L coupling constant and

ΘW is the Weinberg angle. The electromagnetic and weak NC are given by

Jemµ =
∑

f

Qf f̄γµf (1.6)

J0
µ =

∑

f

[
gfLf̄γµ(1− γ5)f + gfRf̄γµ(1 + γ5)f

]

=
∑

f

f̄γµ(vf − afγ5)f (1.7)

where ′f ′ represents (νe, νµ, ντ , u, c, t) and their corresponding SU(2)L partners.

The sum is over 12 fermions (6 leptons and 6 quarks). We can express vf and

af in terms of gfL and gfR as

vf = gfL + gfR = T f3 − 2 Qf sin2 ΘW ; af = gfL − gfR = T f3 (1.8)

where Qf and T f3 denotes the electric charge and the third component of the

weak isospin of the LH fermion fL respectively and ΘW is the Weinberg an-

gle. The electroweak charges of leptons and quarks in the SM are listed in

Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 respectively. We can generate low-energy four-fermion

interactions corresponding to the product of NC,

LNCeff =
−g2

2M2
W

J0
µJ

0µ (1.9)

where MZ cos ΘW = MW has been used, MZ being the mass of Z-boson.

We see that the weak CC is exclusively LH as opposed to the weak NC which

contains a RH component. This is why the RH quarks and charged leptons are in

weak isospin singlets. The gauge bosons W± connect leptons within a family e.g.

(ψ̄νeψeW
+ + h.c.). We can assign an additive “lepton family number” to each of the

leptons : electron number, Le is equal to 1 for e− and νe, -1 for e+ and ν̄e, etc. As

can be seen from the form of the weak CC and NC, the weak interactions conserve

this lepton family number, which means νe induced interaction always has a e− or νe

in the final state for example. An important consequence of this is that in the SM

neutrinos cannot change flavor by any means.
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1.2 Neutrino mass and mixing

As mentioned above, neutrinos are strictly massless in the SM, but we now know

that neutrinos oscillate due to non-zero masses and mixing. Using the extensions of

SM as explained in Section 1.1.1, we describe how to generate the neutrino mass in

Dirac case as well as in Majorana case [3, 4]. The Dirac case is identical to that of

any other charged leptons so the mechanism of mass generation is identical but one

cannot explain the extreme smallness. However, since neutrinos are neutral, they

can be their own antiparticle and this corresponds to Majorana case. If neutrinos are

Majorana type, one can easily explain the smallness via the seesaw mechanism [5]

which has been a very attractive idea. One can also account for the observed baryon

asymmetry of the Universe through baryogenesis via leptogenesis [6].

The vanishingly small mass of neutrinos makes it very difficult to distinguish

between different types of massive neutrinos and it is currently not known whether

neutrinos are Majorana or Dirac particles. The most promising way of finding this

out is through the experiments on neutrinoless double beta decay [7].

1.2.1 Dirac and Majorana mass terms

Neutrino mass can be generated with the same Higgs mechanism that gives masses to

quarks and charged leptons in the SM. The only extension of the SM that is needed

is the introduction of RH components ναR of the neutrino fields (α = e, µ, τ ). The

RH neutrino fields are called sterile neutrinos because they do not participate in

weak interactions as well as strong and electromagnetic interactions, as all neutrino

fields; their only interaction is gravitational. On the other hand, there is a way to

make neutrinos massive without assuming the existence of the RH neutrino (νR), by

assuming that the RH particle could be a manifestation of the LH particle [8]. The

Majorana relation, which relates the two, is

νR = C ν̄L
T (1.10)
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where C is the charge conjugation matrix. Now there are, in general, two types of

mass terms that arise from renormalizable terms:

−LMν = MDαβναLνβR︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dirac

+
1

2
MNαβν

c
αLναL

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Majorana

+ h.c. (1.11)

The first term is a Dirac mass term. It has the following properties:

• Since it transforms as the doublet representation of SU(2)L , it is generated after

spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking from the Yukawa interactions of

the form Y ′ναβ L̄αL Φ̃ ν ′βR, analogous to the charged fermion masses.

• Since it has a neutrino field and an antineutrino field, the total lepton number

is conserved.

• MD is a complex 3×m matrix.

The second term in Eq. 1.11 is a Majorana mass term. It is different from the Dirac

mass term in the following aspects

• It is a singlet of the SM gauge group. Therefore, it can appear as a bare mass

term.

• Since it involves two neutrino fields, it breaks lepton number conservation by

two units. More generally, such a term is allowed only if the neutrinos carry no

additive conserved charge. This is the reason that such terms are not allowed

for any charged fermions which, by definition, carry U(1)EM charges.

1.2.2 Neutrino mixing

The mass term for charged leptons and neutrinos can be written via the Yukawa

coupling. It is invariant under SU(2)L

⊗
U(1)Y gauge symmetry. The vacuum ex-

pectation value of Higgs field and the Yukawa coupling combinedly gives the masses

for leptons in SM as follows

The Lagrangian for charged leptons masses and the Dirac neutrinos masses are

given by

LH,L = −
∑

α,β=e,µ,τ

Y ′lαβ L̄αL Φ l′βR −
∑

α,β=e,µ,τ

Y ′ναβ L̄αL Φ̃ ν ′βR + h.c (1.12)
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where Y ′lαβ and Y ′ναβ are Yukawa couplings for charged leptons and neutrinos respec-

tively, LαL is the left chiral field of lepton, Φ is the Higgs field, l
′

βR is the right chiral

field of charged lepton and ν
′

βR is the sterile state included for neutrinos. The lepton

doublet field is represented as,

LαL =


ν

′
αL

l′L


 where l′ = (e′, µ′, τ ′) and ν ′α = (ν ′e, ν

′
µ, ν

′
τ )

Using the vacuum expectation value of Higgs field,

〈Φ〉 =
1√
2


 0

vΦ


 (1.13)

and

LH,L = − vΦ√
2

[l̄′L Y
′l l′R + ν̄ ′L Y

′ν ν ′R] + h.c. (1.14)

The array of RH neutrino field is

ν ′R =




ν ′eR

ν ′µR

ν ′τR




Here we clearly see that the mass matrix for charge lepton as well as neutrino are

not diagonalized. The diagonalization of Y ′l and Y ′ν can be obtained by appropriate

3×3 unitary matrices [3]. These unitary matrices must be different for charge leptons

and neutrinos of different chiral fields. With the below mentioned diagonalization

method,

V l†
L Y ′l V l

R = Y l and V ν†
L Y ′ν V ν

R = Y ν (1.15)

the Lagrangian for charge lepton mass and neutrino mass is

LH,L = − vΦ√
2

[l̄L Y
l lR + n̄L Y

ν νR] + h.c. (1.16)

where

lL = V l†
L l
′
L ≡




eL

µL

τL


 , lR = V l†

R l
′
R ≡




eR

µR

τR


 , nL = V ν†

L ν ′L ≡




ν1L

ν2L

ν3L


 and
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nR = V ν†
R ν ′R ≡




ν1R

ν2R

ν3R




So after diagonalization, we get a new state called mass eigenstate. Now we use

this mass eigenstates expression in weak CC interaction where the fermion flavor

eigenstates are formed from the mixing of mass eigenstates. The Lagrangian for CC

is govern by,

LCC = − g

2
√

2
JµWµ + h.c. (1.17)

where Wµ is the bosonic field, g is the gauge coupling and Jµ is the weak current.

The current in mass eigenstate basis can be written as

Jµ = 2
(
ēL
′ µ̄L′ τ̄L′

)
γµ




ν ′1L

ν ′2L

ν ′3L


 = 2

(
ēL µ̄L τ̄L

)
γµV l†

L V
ν
L




ν1L

ν2L

ν3L




= 2
(
ēL µ̄Lτ̄L

)
γµU




ν1L

ν2L

ν3L


 (1.18)

where U = V l†
L V

ν
L is the mixing matrix.

Now we choose one basis where the fermion fields has a diagonal mass matrix and

the another basis projects U on the other fermion field. This leads to fermion mixing

because of the non-diagonal mixing matrix, U i.e. fermion changes it’s flavor from

one generation to another. One choice is projection of U on charged lepton flavor

i.e. mixing of different charge lepton flavors but this is not possible because mass

of charge lepton is defined by it’s flavor. Hence we must choose the second option

where the charge leptons are flavor states with definite masses and the neutrino mass

eigenstates mix to form flavor states.

Physical parameters in mixing matrix :

A general unitary N ×N matrix has N2 independent real parameters, out of which,

N(N−1)
2

are mixing angles and N(N+1)
2

are phases. Hence the three flavor lepton mixing

matrix can be written with three mixing angles and six phases and the two flavor
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mixing matrix with one mixing parameter and three phases. Not all these phases

have physical effect which can be explained from the weak CC process in leptonic

sector. The global phase transformations of the lepton fields of the type,

lα → eiψ
l
αlα, nj → eiψ

n
j nj (1.19)

makes the Lagrangian invariant. So the weak charge-current for N flavors is given as

Jµ = 2
N∑

α=1

N∑

j=1

l̄αLγ
µe−iψ

l
αUαje

iψnj njL

The above equation can be expressed as

Jµ = 2 e−i(ψ
l
1−ψn1 )

︸ ︷︷ ︸
1

N∑

α=1

N∑

j=1

l̄αLγ
µ e−i(ψ

l
α−ψl1)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−1

Uαj e
i(ψnj −ψn1 )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

N−1

njL

where the arbitrary phase, e−i(ψ
l
1−ψn1 ) has been factorized from the current and the

number written underneath the underbrace indicates the independent number of

phases that can be chosen to eliminate phases of mixing matrix. So from the above

equation, it is clear that,

1 + (N − 1) + (N − 1) = 2N − 1 (1.20)

arbitrary phases of leptonic mixing matrix can be eliminated. So for two flavor

case, 2N-1=2×2-1=3 phases and the three flavor case, 2N-1=2×3-1=5 phases can be

eliminated from the mixing matrix.

For the simplest case of 2 flavors [3], we have

U =


 cos θ eiω1 sin θ ei(ω2+η)

− sin θ ei(ω1−η) cos θ eiω2


 (1.21)

in terms of one mixing angle and three phases ω1, ω2 and η. The equivalent form

U =


 eiω1 0

0 eiω2




 eiη 0

0 1




 cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ




 e−iη 0

0 1


 (1.22)

shows explicitly that all three phases can be eliminated by rephasing the lepton

fields as

eL → ei(ω1+η)eL , µL → eiω2µL and νeL → eiηνeL (1.23)
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Hence, we obtain the mixing matrix U without the unphysical phases

U =


 cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ


 (1.24)

Since two flavor case has only three independent phases in mixing matrix, so all

three phases eliminate in rephasing but the three flavor has six phases in mixing

matrix, so one phase remains in the mixing matrix. This is why two flavor case has

no CP violation.

In the general case of N flavors, the mixing matrix, U consists of (N−1)(N−2)/2

Dirac-type CP-violating phases. We have (N − 1) additional Majorana-type phases,

if neutrino is a Majorana particle. However, the Majorana phases do not affect

neutrino oscillations.

1.2.3 Parametrization of the mixing matrix

For the three-flavor case, the mixing matrix can be written as

U =




Ue1 Ue2 Ue3

Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3

Uτ3 Uτ3 Uτ3


 (1.25)

The mixing matrix can be written as product of rotation matrices about the three

axes [3, 4, 9] as given below (see Fig. 1.1)

U = V23W13V12D ≡ V D (1.26)

where

V12 =




c12 s12 0

−s12 c12 0

0 0 1


 W13 =




c13 0 s13e
−iδ13

0 1 0

−s13e
iδ13 0 c13


 V23 =




1 0 0

0 c23 s23

0 −s23 c23




(1.27)

and D = diag(1, eiφ1/2, eiφ2/2). The phase δ13 in W13 is the usual Dirac-type CP-

violating phase, whereas the phases φ1 and φ2 are present only in the Majorana

case. It immediately follows that Majorana phases have no effect on the neutrino
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Figure 2: Neutrino mixing angles represented as a product of Euler rotations: (⌫e, ⌫µ, ⌫⌧ )
T = R23R13R12(⌫1, ⌫2, ⌫3)

T .
Some representative values of the angles are shown for the NO case.

The charged current (CC) couplings to W� in the flavour basis are given by � gp
2
ei

L�
µW�

µ ⌫
i
eL, which

becomes in the mass basis,

LCC
lepton = � gp

2

�
eL µL ⌧L

�
UPMNS�

µW�
µ

0
@

⌫1L

⌫2L

⌫3L

1
A + H.c. (9)

where we the lepton mixing matrix is identified as, 5,

UPMNS = UeL
U †
⌫eL

. (10)

It is possible to remove three of the lepton phases, using the phase invariance of me, mµ, m⌧ . For
example, meeLeR, is unchanged by eL ! ei�eeL and eR ! ei�eeR. The three such phases �e,�µ,�⌧ may
be chosen in various ways to yield an assortment of possible PMNS parametrisations one of which is the
PDG standard choice discussed below). This does not apply to the Majorana mass terms �1

2
mi⌫iL⌫

c
iL

where mi are real and positive, and thus the PMNS matrix may be parametrised as in Eq.4 but with

5Di↵erent physically equivalent conventions appear in the literature, we follow the conventions in [25].

11

Figure 1.1: Neutrino mixing angles depicted as a product of Euler angles for the

case when δ13 = 0. Taken from [10].

oscillations and therefore one can omit the factor D and write U = V and we get the

(3×3) unitary matrix for the case of 3 flavors

U =




c12c13 s12c13 s13e
−iδ13

−s12c23 − c12s23s13e
iδ13 c12c23 − s12s23s13e

iδ13 s23c13

s12s23 − c12c23s13e
iδ13 −c12s23 − s12c23s13e

iδ13 c23c13


 (1.28)

where cij = cos θij, sij = sin θij. This is referred as the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-

Sakata (PMNS) matrix [11]. For Majorana neutrinos, U contains two furthur mul-

tiplicative phase factors, but these donot enter in oscillation phenomena. Note that

there are only 3 angles and 1 phase involved, so we can furthur shorten the indices

of the cos and sin terms for simplicity sake, we write c12 as c1, c23 as c2 and c13 as c3,

s12 as s1, s23 as s2 and s13 as s3 respectively and get

U =




c1c3 s1c3 s3e
−iδ13

−s1c2 − c1s2s3e
iδ13 c1c2 − s1s2s3e

iδ13 s2c3

s1s2 − c1c2s3e
iδ13 −c1s2 − s1c2s3e

iδ13 c2c3


 (1.29)
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The properties that the matrix U satisfies are :

U † = U−1

ΣiUαiU
?
βi = δαβ (1.30)

where δαβ is the Kronecker delta, δαβ = 1 only for α = β and zero otherwise.

1.3 Neutrino oscillations - Theory

The possibility of neutrino oscillations was raised in 1957 by Pontecorvo [12] and the

experimental confirmation of neutrino oscillations was rewarded with a Nobel prize

in 2015 [13]. In this Section, the neutrino oscillation framework is presented and the

analytic computation of neutrino oscillation probability is detailed.

Evolution equation for mixed neutrinos

In the present section, we derive the equation for neutrino oscillations [14]. The Dirac

spinor νi which describes the neutrino mass eigenstate i obeys the Dirac and thus

the Klein-Gordon equation (∂2
t −∇2 + m2

i )νi = 0. Writing an equation for all mass

eigenstates

(∂2
t −∇2 +M2)Ψ = 0 (1.31)

where

M2 =




m2
1 0 0

0 m2
2 0

0 0 m2
3


 and Ψ ≡




ν1

ν2

ν3


 (1.32)

Eq. 1.31 may be written in any desired flavor basis. If we wish to express it in the

basis of weak-interaction eigenstates, we can use




νe

νµ

ντ


 = U




ν1

ν2

ν3


 (1.33)

The mass matrix transforms according to M2 → UM2U † and will not be diagonal

any more. Since U is a unitary matrix, U † = U−1. Expanding the neutrino fields in
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plane waves of the form Ψ(t, x) = Ψk(t)e
−i(~k·~x) for which Eq. 1.31 is

(∂2
t + k2 +M2)Ψk(t) = 0 (1.34)

We cannot assume a temporal variation here (e−iωt) because there are three different

branches of the dispersion relation with w2
i = k2 + m2

i . A mixed neutrino cannot

simultaneously have a fixed energy and a fixed momentum. Assuming very relativistic

neutrinos, for which k = |~k| � mi, one may linearize Eq. 1.34 by virtue of (∂2
t +k2) =

(i∂t+k)(−i∂t+k). For each mass eigenstate i∂t → ωi ≈ k and one needs to keep the

exact expression only in the second factor where the difference between energy and

momentum appears. Thus ∂2
t + k2 ≈ 2k(−∂t + k), leading to the Schrödinger-type

equation

i∂tΨk = ΩkΨk where Ωk ≡
(
k +

M2

2k

)
(1.35)

This implies that Ψ which was originally a set of neutrino Dirac spinors, has been

reinterpreted as a vector of positive-energy probability amplitudes. For negative-

energy states (antineutrinos) a global minus sign appears in Eq. 1.35. The Schrödinger

equation (Eq. 1.35) describes a spatially homogeneous system with a nonstationary

temporal evolution. The more often encountered situation is the one with a stationary

neutrino flux such as that from a reactor or the Sun with a nontrivial spatial varia-

tion. Then it is useful to expand Ψ(t, x) in components of fixed frequency Ψω(x)eiωt

, yielding

(−ω2 −∇2 +M2)Ψω(x) = 0 (1.36)

In the relativistic limit and restricting the spatial variation to the z-direction one

obtains in full analogy to the previous case

i∂zψω = −KωΨω where Kω ≡
(
ω − M2

2ω

)
(1.37)

This equation describes the spatial variation of a neutrino beam propagating in the

positive z-direction with a fixed energy ω.

In what follows, we describe neutrino oscillations in vacuum and then go on to

describe neutrino oscillations in matter [3, 4].
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1.3.1 Neutrino oscillations in vacuum

The probability of transition of neutrino from να → νβ is given by the absolute

square of the overlap of the observed flavor state |νβ〉, with the time-evolved initially

produced flavor state, |να〉. In vacuum, the evolution operator involves just the

Hamiltonian H0 of a free particle, yielding the following result for the probability

that a (relativistic) weak neutrino eigenstate να becomes νβ after propagating a

distance L :

P (να → νβ) = |〈νβ|e−iH0L|να〉|2

= Σi,jUαiU
?
βiU

?
αjUβj e

−iδm2
ijL/2E

= PCP−even(να → νβ) + PCP−odd(να → νβ) (1.38)

The CP-even and CP-odd contributions are

PCP−even(να → νβ) = PCP−even(ν̄α → ν̄β)

= δαβ − 4 Σi>j Re(UαiU
?
βiU

?
αjUβj) sin2(

δm2
ijL

4E
) (1.39)

PCP−odd(να → νβ) = −PCP−odd(ν̄α → ν̄β)

= 4 Σi>j Im(UαiU
?
βiU

?
αjUβj) sin(

δm2
ijL

4E
) cos(

δm2
ijL

4E
)

= 2 Σi>j Im(UαiU
?
βiU

?
αjUβj) sin(

δm2
ijL

2E
) (1.40)

so that

P (ν̄α → ν̄β) = P (νβ → να)

= PCP−even(να → νβ) − PCP−odd(να → νβ) (1.41)

where, by CPT invariance, P (να → νβ) = P (ν̄β → ν̄α) and hence for β = α,

P (ν̄α → ν̄α) = P (να → να). For the CP-transformed reaction ν̄α → ν̄β and the T-

reversed reaction νβ → να, the transition probabilities will be the same except that

the sign of the imaginary term is reversed. In vacuum, the CP-even and CP-odd

contributions are even and odd, respectively, under time reversal : α↔ β. In above
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equations, δm2
ij = m2

i −m2
j is the mass squared difference of the two neutrino states

and the combination

δm2
ijL

4E
= 1.267 × δm2

ij(eV2)L(km)

E(GeV)
(1.42)

in units where ~ = c = 1 and δm2
ij is expressed in eV2 and (L,E) are in (km, GeV).

Two flavor case

We begin in the lepton flavor framework in which the charged lepton mass matrix is

diagonalized. Define the two-flavor eigenstates να and νβ, and their mass eigenstates,

ν1 and ν2 of masses m1 and m2, respectively. The mixing matrix U is given by an

orthogonal rotation matrix in two dimension relating the flavor states to the mass

eigenstates.


να
νβ


 = U


ν1

ν2


 , U =


 cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ


 (1.43)

where θ is the mixing angle. The states are orthonormalized within their own spaces,

i.e.,

〈νj|νk〉 = δjk; j, k = α, β; or 1, 2 (1.44)

It should be noted that in an experiment, neutrinos are always produced as flavor

eigenstates. The time evolution of a flavor state can be simply expressed in terms of

the time evolution of the mass eigenstates which enter into the flavor state at t = 0,


να(t)

νβ(t)


 = U


ν1(t)

ν2(t)


 = U


e
−iE1tν1

e−iE2tν2


 = U


e
−iE1t 0

0 e−iE2t


U †


να
νβ




(1.45)

Suppose the neutrino flavor state να is produced, then at time t we have

να(t) = (cos2 θe−iE1t + sin2 θe−iE2t)να + cos θ sin θ (−e−iE1t + e−iE2t)νβ

(1.46)
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The probability of finding the original flavor, referred to as the survival proba-

bility, is

P (να → να) = |〈να|να(t)〉|2 = 1 − sin2(2θ) sin2

(
E2 − E1

2
t

)

= 1 − sin2(2θ) sin2

(
1.267 δm2(eV2)

L(km)

E(GeV)

)
(1.47)

and the probability of finding the other flavor, referred to as the appearance

probability, is

P (να → νβ) = sin2(2θ) sin2

(
1.267 δm2(eV2)

L(km)

E(GeV)

)
(1.48)

Here we take the approximation Ej ≈ |p| + m2
j/2E and denote δm2 = m2

2 − m2
1.

The characteristic behaviour of this expression as a function of sin2(2θ) and δm2 is

the following : for large δm2, the argument of the sine function is large and hence

oscillates rapidly in even a very small energy range. The energy average of the sine

function involved becomes 1/2, hence we have

sin2(2θ) ≈ 2P (να → νβ)

We give the expressions for three flavor case in vacuum.

Three flavor case

P (νµ → νe) = 4 ( c2
13 s

2
23 s

2
13 + J sin ∆21 ) sin2 ∆31

2

+ 2 ( c12 c23 c
2
13 s12 s23 s13 cos δ13 − c2

13 s
2
12 s

2
23 s

2
13 ) sin ∆21 sin ∆31

+ 4 ( c2
12 c

2
23 c

2
13 s

2
12 + c2

13 s
4
12 s

2
23 s

2
13 − 2 c12 c23 c

2
13 s

3
12 s23 s13 cos δ13

− J sin ∆31 ) sin2 ∆21

2

+ 8 ( c12 c23 c
2
13 s12 s23 s13 cos δ13 − c2

13 s
2
12 s

2
23 s

2
13 ) sin2 ∆21

2
sin2 ∆31

2

(1.49)

Here, J = c12 c23 c
2
13 s12 s23 s13 sin δ13 is called Jarlskog factor [15] which is an

invariant quantity that measures CP violation in the neutrino sector. The abbrevi-

ations sij = sin θij, cij = cos θij and ∆ij = δm2
ij L/2E are used. The probability
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expression for the CP-transformed reaction ν̄µ → ν̄e and the T-reversed reaction

νe → νµ is the same except for the fact that the J terms will have the opposite sign

since δ13 → −δ13.

P (νµ → ντ ) = 4

(
c2

23 c
4
13 s

2
23 − J sin ∆21

)
sin2 ∆31

2

+ 2

(
c12 c23 c

2
13 s12 s23 s13 (s2

23 − c2
23) cos δ13 − c2

12 c
2
23 c

2
13 s

2
23

+ c2
23 c

2
13 s

2
12 s

2
23 s

2
13

)
sin ∆21 sin ∆31

+ 4

(
c4

12 c
2
23 s

2
23 + c2

23 s
4
12 s

2
23 s

4
13 + c2

12 s
2
12 s

2
13 (s4

23 + c4
23)

− 2 c3
12 c23 s12 s23 s13 (s2

23 − c2
23) cos δ13

+ 2 c12 c23 s
3
12 s23 s

3
13 (s2

23 − c2
23) cos δ13

− 4 c2
12 c

2
23 s

2
12 s

2
23 s

2
13 cos2 δ

+ J sin ∆31

)
sin2 ∆21

2

+ 8

(
c12 c23 c

2
13 s12 s23 s13 (s2

23 − c2
23) cos δ13 − c2

12 c
2
23 c

2
13 s

2
23

+ c2
23 c

2
13 s

2
12 s

2
23 s

2
13

)
sin2 ∆21

2
sin2 ∆31

2

(1.50)

The probability expression for the CP-transformed reaction ν̄µ → ν̄τ and the T-

reversed reaction ντ → νµ is the same except for the fact that the J terms will have

the opposite sign.

Notice that the CP-odd terms (i.e. the terms involving J ) for νµ → ντ (Eq. 1.50)

transition are the same as for νµ → νe case (Eq. 1.49), except that they have opposite

sign.

P (νe → ντ ) = 4 ( c2
23 c

2
13 s

2
13 + J sin ∆21 ) sin2 ∆31

2

− 2 ( c12 c23 c
2
13 s12 s23 s13 cos δ13 + c2

23 c
2
13 s

2
12 s

2
13 ) sin ∆21 sin ∆31

+ 4 ( c2
12 c

2
13 s

2
12 s

2
23 + c2

23 c
2
13 s

4
12 s

2
13 + 2 c12 c23 c

2
13 s

3
12 s23 s13 cos δ13

− J sin ∆31 ) sin2 ∆21

2

− 8 ( c12 c23 c
2
13 s12 s23 s13 cos δ13 + c2

23 c
2
13 s

2
12 s

2
13 ) sin2 ∆21

2
sin2 ∆31

2

(1.51)
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The probability expression for the CP-transformed reaction ν̄e → ν̄τ and the T-

reversed reaction ντ → νe is the same except for the fact that the J terms will have

the opposite sign. Note that the above expression for P (νe → ντ ) can be obtained

from the expression for P (νµ → νe) (see Eq. 1.49) by simply making the replacement

s23 ↔ c23.

We note that the CP-odd terms (i.e. the terms involving J ) for νe → ντ (Eq. 1.51)

transition are the same (both in magnitude as well as in sign) as for νµ → νe case

(Eq. 1.49). Thus, we can write

PCP−odd(νµ → νe) = − PCP−odd(νµ → ντ ) = PCP−odd(νe → ντ ) (1.52)

This implies that measurement of CP violation in one channel is enough to es-

tablish CP violation in the leptonic sector. This nice feature breaks down when we

have sterile neutrinos in the game.

1.3.2 Neutrino oscillations in matter

Two flavor case

Wolfenstein pointed out that the patterns of neutrino oscillation might be signif-

icantly affected if the neutrinos travel through a material medium rather than in

vacuum [16]. That is is due to the fact that normal matter has electrons but no

muons or taons at all. Thus a νe beam encounters both CC and NC interactions

with electrons in the matter, while νµ or ντ beam interacts via NC interactions with

the electron with the same strength as νe (since NC interaction is flavor blind) as

shown in the Fig. 1.2. Interactions modify the effective mass that a particle exhibits

while travelling through a medium. Since νe interacts differently, the modification of

the effective mass of νe is different than the other flavors neutrinos (see Appendix A.1

for a detailed derivation of the matter potential.).

Let us first recapitulate the case of vacuum oscillation in a way that is most

suitable for the generalization to matter oscillation. If the two mass eigenstates are

ν1 and ν2, the evolution equation for these states in mass eigenstate basis can be
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νe νe

e− e−

Z0

νe e−

e− νe

W−

Figure 1.2: NC (left) and CC (right) interaction of νe with e in Earth matter.

written as

i
d

dt


ν1(t)

ν2(t)


 = H


ν1(t)

ν2(t)


 (1.53)

where H is diagonal in this basis :

H =


E1 0

0 E2


 ' |p|+


m

2
1/2|p| 0

0 m2
2/2|p|


 (1.54)

Now we know that

νe(t)
νµ(t)


 = U


ν1(t)

ν2(t)


 , U =


 cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ


 (1.55)

So, we can write down the evolution equation in flavor basis,

i
d

dt


νe(t)
νµ(t)


 = H ′


νe(t)
νµ(t)


 (1.56)

where H ′ = UHU † and is given by

H ′ = |p|+ m2
1 +m2

2

4|p| +
δm2

4|p|


− cos 2θ sin 2θ

sin 2θ cos 2θ


 (1.57)

Here δm2 = m2
2 −m2

1. The diagonalising angle θ is given by

tan 2θ =
2H ′12

H ′22 −H ′11

(1.58)
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We now consider the problem when neutrinos are travelling through matter. For

simplicity, we assume that the density of the background matter is constant and

uniform, with ne, np, nn denoting the number of electrons, protons and neutrons per

unit volume. Elastic scattering off these particles change the effective masses of

neutrinos, whose magnitude we will now estimate.
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The splitting has a minimum as a function of A pro-
vided that

A=m2 —mi ) 0 (9)
[A & 0 according to (6), and cos28 & 0 by assump-
tion]. The minimum occurs when

A = 5 cos2g. (10)

]i
m

P

Figure 1 shows the two eigenvalues (8) of m„as a
function of A. At low A, i.e., small matter density p,
the electron neutrino has the smaller mass, but when
A reaches the value (10), the two curves would cross if
it were not for the coupling term Asin20. The near-
crossing point (10) is the resonance of MS. At larger
A, beyond the crossing point, the electron neutrino
has larger mass than the p, neutrino.
For these statements to be true, it is essential that

the v, -e interaction has the positive sign, as indicated
in (3) and (4). This sign was given by Wolfenstein in
his first paper, but then unfortunately was reversed in
his second paper, and the incorrect sign was taken
over by MS. ' They therefore claimed that the crossing
of the curves in Fig. 1 (resonance) would occur only if
4 & 0, i.e., v, heavier than v„. I am grateful to Paul
Langacker for pointing out the correct sign to me. The
main features of the theory, however, are independent
of the sign, and it is the great contribution of MS to
have discovered the significance of the curve crossing
(resonance) .
Assume now that an electron neutrino is produced

in the sun at sufficiently high density that

Epz = 1.3 x 10 4m cos28 = A. (12)

There is a critical energy E, = A/p„where p, is the
density at the center of the sun (a definition to be
modified later). All neutrinos of energy E & E, have
to go through the resonance; they will emerge as v„
and hence be undetectable. The less energetic neutri-
nos, E ( E„will not go through the resonance and
will emerge unscathed as v, .
This means that Davis and his collaborators will ob-

serve only the solar neutrinos of energy below E„but
will observe these at full strength. On this assump-
tion, we shall now determine E, from experiment, us-
ing the data from Bahcall et al. Table I of that paper
gives the composition of the solar neutrino units
(SNU) of neutrinos detectable by "Cl as follows: (i)
from B, 4.3 SNU; (ii) from all other nuclear species
(pep, Be, ' N, and ' 0), 1.6+0.2 SNU. All these
other neutrinos have maximum energies of 2.8 MeV
or less, which will be found to lie below E„so that
they will be fully detectable. The B neutrinos have a
continuous spectrum extending to 14.0 Mev.
The number observed by Davis et al. is 2.1+0.3

SNU. Subtracting the expected number from other
species, we get for the "observed" neutrinos from B

)5 cos20. Then its m2 will clearly be given by the +
sign in (8). As the neutrino moves outward, A will
decrease, Eq. (6), and it will finally hit the resonance
(10). At that point, its mass will continue to follow
the upper curve in Fig. 1, and it will therefore emerge
from the sun as a p, neutrino (which cannot be detect-
ed). This is the result obtained by MS.
What happens in the resonance is that, for the upper

curve in Fig. 1, the state vector which was originally
almost in the direction of iv, ) turns slowly to the
direction iv„). Evaluating (6) for Y, = —,

' gives

A = 0.76 x 10 pE (11)
if p is in grams per cubic centimeter, E in megaelec-
tronvolts, and A in electronvolts squared.
So far the MS theory. Now I propose to take this

theory seriously; i.e., we assume that this conversion
of v, into v„ is indeed the cause of the depletion of
observable neutrinos from the sun. For any given
neutrino energy E, the resonance (10) occurs at a de-
finite density pE. From (10),

S( B, obs) =0.5+0.5. (13)
Therefore only a fraction of the B neutrinos are ob-
served, viz. ,

F (8B) (12 + 12)%. (13a)

FIG. 1. The masses of two flavors of neutrinos as a func-
tion of density. The curves nearly cross at one point. The
electron-antineutrino mass v, is also shown.

1306

According to our theory then, 12% of the neutrinos
emitted by B should be below the critical neutrino en-
ergy E, for the sun. This permits a determination of
E,.

Figure 1.3: The masses of two flavors of neutrinos as a function of density. The

curves approach each other near the resonant density. The electron-antineutrino mass

is also shown. Taken from Bethe [17] (see also [16]).

In the presence of matter, we can write down the evolution equation in flavor

basis as,

i
d

dt


νe(t)
νµ(t)


 = Hm


νe(t)
νµ(t)


 (1.59)

where Hm = UHU † and is given by

Hm = |p|+ m2
1 +m2

2

4|p| − 1√
2
GFnn +

δm2

4|p|


− cos 2θ + 4|p|

δm2

√
2GFne sin 2θ

sin 2θ cos 2θ


 (1.60)
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The effective mixing angle in matter, θm is given by

tan 2θm =
2Hm

12

Hm
22 −Hm

11

=
δm2 sin 2θ

δm2 cos 2θ − A (1.61)

or, equilvalently,

sin 2θm =
δm2 sin 2θ√

(δm2 cos 2θ − A)2 + (δm2 sin 2θ)2
(1.62)

Here

A = 2
√

2GFneE = 1.54× 10−4eV2Yeρ(g/cm3)E(GeV)

(see Appendix A.1) where ne is the electron number density. Thus, the effective

mixing angle changes inside matter. When A = δm2 cos 2θ, we obtain θm = π/4 and

νe and νµ mix maximally. This is referred to as the Mikheyev0-Smirnov-Wolfenstein

(MSW) matter resonance effect [16] (see also Bethe [17]). The condition for resonance

is given by

Eres '
δm2 cos 2θ

2
√

2GFne
(1.63)

The effective masses in matter are given by

(mm
1,2)2 =

A

2
∓ 1

2

√
(δm2 cos 2θ − A)2 + (δm2 sin 2θ)2 (1.64)

These are shown in Fig. 1.3 as a function of the density. The m2 for the two mass

states is depicted along the y-axis in arbitrary units. The light black line depicts the

crossing of levels at A = Ares. The complete conversion of one flavor into another

takes place at the resonance. The difference between the two mass splittings becomes

minimum when the resonance condition is satisfied.

Therefore, the oscillation amplitude in matter is enhanced if δm2 > 0 and a

resonance occurs (i.e. the amplitude reaches its maximal value of unity at the crit-

ical value of density i.e., sin2 2θm = 1, even if sin2 2θ is small). For neutrinos, we

get enhancement for δm2 > 0 and suppression for δm2 < 0. However, for

anti-neutrinos, A → −A and the effect is opposite i.e., the oscillation amplitude is

enhanced if δm2 < 0 and suppressed if δm2 > 0. This can also be seen from

Fig. 1.3. In the case of two flavor neutrino oscillation in matter, the following points

are worth mentioning :
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1. The oscillation probabilities are modified for transitions involving a νe and νe

if the neutrinos propagate through the matter, and the modification depends

upon the sign of δm2. We have written down the expression for νe → νµ where

we have written the matter term as A = 2
√

2GFneE, but for νe → νµ oscilla-

tions, A→ −A. Note that in matter, the anti-neutrino transition probabilities

are not the same as the corresponding neutrino transition probabilities (i.e.,

P (να → νβ) 6= P (να → νβ)).

2. We need δm2 > 0 for neutrinos and δm2 < 0 for anti-neutrinos inorder to get

the resonance. For sin2 2θ << 1 and A ≈ δm2 > 0, the oscillation probability

for neutrinos is enhanced and that for anti-neutrinos is suppressed due to matter

effects. For sin2 2θ << 1 and −A ≈ δm2 < 0, the oscillation probability for

anti-neutrinos is enhanced and that for neutrinos is suppressed due to matter

effects. Thus, a comparison of the νe → νµ CC rate with the ν̄e → ν̄µ CC rate

discriminates between the two signs of δm2.

Three Flavor case

In the 3 neutrino oscillation scenario, the neutrino evolution in vacuum is de-

scribed by two mass parameters (δm2
21, δm2

31), three mixing angles (θ12, θ13, θ23)

and a complex phase (δ13). In matter, we also need to consider the coherent forward

elastic scattering of the neutrinos with the medium described by the matter potential

Vmat =
√

2GFne(x)diag(1, 0, 0), where ne is the electron density through the neutrino

trajectory.

The analytic computation of probability in matter with standard interactions (SI)

has been carried out by many authors [18–23].

For LBL experiments, the oscillation probabilities in matter can be written down

in terms of the small hierarchy parameter rλ ≡ δm2
21/δm

2
31 and the small sin 2θ13
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upto the second order as [21]

P (νe → νµ) = 4 s2
13 s

2
23

sin2(rA − 1)∆

(rA − 1)2
+ r2

λ sin2 2θ12 c
2
23

sin2 rA∆

r2
A

+ 2 rλ s13 sin 2θ12 sin 2θ23 cos(∆− δ13)
sin rA∆

rA

sin(rA − 1)∆

rA − 1

(1.65)

P (νe → ντ ) = 4 s2
13 c

2
23

sin2(rA − 1)∆

(rA − 1)2
+ r2

λ sin2 2θ12 s
2
23

sin2 rA∆

r2
A

− 2 rλ s13 sin 2θ12 sin 2θ23 cos(∆− δ13)
sin rA∆

rA

sin(rA − 1)∆

rA − 1

(1.66)

P (νµ → ντ ) = sin2 2θ23 sin2 ∆− rλ c2
12 sin2 2θ23 ∆ sin 2∆ + r2

λ c
4
12 sin2 2θ23 ∆2 cos 2∆

− 1

2rA
r2
λ sin2 2θ12 sin2 2θ23

(
sin ∆

sin rA∆

rA
cos(rA − 1)∆− ∆

2
sin 2∆

)

+
2

rA − 1
s2

13 sin2 2θ23

(
sin ∆ cos rA∆

sin(rA − 1)∆

rA − 1
− rA

2
∆ sin 2∆

)

+ 2 rλ s13 sin 2θ12 sin 2θ23 sin δ13 sin ∆
sin rA∆

rA

sin(rA − 1)∆

rA − 1

− 2

rA − 1
rλ s13 sin 2θ12 sin 2θ23 cos 2θ23 cos δ13 sin ∆

×
(
rA sin ∆− sin rA∆

rA
cos(rA − 1)∆

)

(1.67)

Here ∆ ≡ δm2
31L/4E and rA ≡ ±(2

√
2GFneE)/δm2

31. The sign of the second term

is determined by choosing νe → νµ (positive) or νµ → νe (negative) as the oscillation

channel, and the sign of rA is determined by the sign of δm2
31 and choosing neutrinos

or anti-neutrinos. This formula shows that close to the resonance condition rA ≈ 1

especially the first term can be enhanced by matter effects. Therefore it is most

affected by the sign of δm2
31. In addition, CP effects are only present in the second

and third terms. Depending on which quantity should be measured, one or two of

the terms will act as signal and the rest of the terms will act as background.

1.3.3 Neutrino oscillations as a probe of discrete symmetries

and their violation

We will follow the discussion on violation of discrete symmetries in neutrino oscil-
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lations as presented in [24, 25]. Under CP transformation, parity is reversed and

P (να → νβ) P̄ (να → νβ)

P (νβ → να) P̄ (νβ → να)

T

CP

CPT

CP

T

Figure 1.4: Depiction of CP, T, and CPT transformations in neutrino oscillations.

neutrinos are replaced by their antiparticles (να,β ↔ ν̄α,β), which leads to the com-

plex conjugation of Uαi :

CP : να,β ←→ ν̄α,β

⇐⇒ Uαi → U?
αi ({δ13} → −{δ13}) (1.68)

Time reversal transformation interchanges the initial and final evolution times t0

and t, i.e. corresponds to evolution “backwards in time”. The interchange t0 
 t

is equivalent to the complex conjugation of the exponential factors in the oscilla-

tion amplitude. Since the transition probability only depends on the modulus of

the amplitude, this is equivalent to the complex conjugation of the factors Uβi and

U?
αi, which inturn amounts to interchanging α 
 β. Thus instead of the evolution

“backwards in time” one can consider evolution forward in time, but between the

interchanged initial and final flavors:

T : t0 
 t⇐⇒ να ←→ νβ

→ Uαi → U?
αi ({δ13} → −{δ13}) (1.69)

Under the combined action of CP and T,

CPT : να,β ←→ ν̄α,β & t0 
 t (να ↔ νβ)

→ P (να → νβ)→ P (ν̄β → ν̄α) (1.70)
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From CPT invariance it follows that CP violation implies T violation and vice versa.

CP and T violation can be characterized by the probability differences,

∆PCP
αβ ≡ P (να → νβ)− P (ν̄α → ν̄β)

∆P T
αβ ≡ P (να → νβ)− P (νβ → να) (1.71)

From CPT invariance, it follows that CP- and T-violating probability differences

coincide, and that the survival probabilities have no CP asymmetry:

∆PCP
αβ = ∆P T

αβ ; ∆PCP
αα = 0 (1.72)

CP and T violations are absent in the 2 flavor case, so any observable violation in

these symmetries in neutrino oscillations in vacuum would be a pure ≥ 3 flavor effect.

In the 3 flavor case, there is only one CP-violating Dirac-type phase δ13 and so

only one CP-odd (and T-odd) probability difference:

∆PCP
eµ = ∆PCP

µτ = ∆PCP
τe ≡ ∆P (1.73)

where

∆P = −4c12 c23 c
2
13 s12 s23 s13 sin δ13

[
sin(∆12) + sin(∆23) + sin(∆31)

]
(1.74)

It vanishes

• when at least one δm2
ij = 0 (i.e. if δm2

21 = 0, then δm2
31 = −δm2

23 since

δm2
32 = δm2

31 − δm2
21 and sin is an odd function.)

• when at least one θij = 0 or 90 degrees

• when δ13 = 0 or 180 degrees

• in the averaging regime

• in the limit L→ 0 (as L3)

Clearly, this quantity is very difficult to observe.
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CP violation in matter

For neutrino oscillations in matter, CP transformation ( substitution να ↔ ν̄α )

implies not only complex conjugating the leptonic mixing matrix, but also flipping

the sign of the matter-induced neutrino potentials :

CP : Uαi → U?
αi ({δ13} → −{δ13}),

V (r)→ −V (r) (1.75)

It can be shown that in matter with an arbitrary density profile, as well as in vacuum,

the action of time reversal on neutrino oscillations is equivalent to interchanging the

initial and final neutrino flavors. It is also equivalent to complex conjugating Uαi,

and replacing the matter density profile by the reverse one:

T : Uαi → U?
αi ({δ13} → −{δ13}),

V (r)→ Ṽ (r) (1.76)

Here

Ṽ (r) =
√

2GF ñ(r) (1.77)

ñ(r) being the reverse profile, i.e. the profile that corresponds to the interchanged

positions of the neutrino source and detector. In the case of symmetric matter density

profiles (e.g., matter of constant density), ñ(r) = n(r).

It is to be noted that the very presence of matter violates C, CP and CPT. Thus

even in the absence of the CP-violating phases {δ13}, CP violation would be observed.

This extrinsic CP violation may complicate the study of the intrinsic one.

Unlike in vacuum, CP violation in neutrino oscillations in matter exists even in

the 2-flavor case (in the case of 3 or more flavors, even when all {δ13} = 0) :

P (να → νβ) 6= P (ν̄α → ν̄β) (1.78)

This is actually a well-known fact - for example, the MSW effect can enhance the

νe ↔ νµ oscillations, and suppress the ν̄e ↔ ν̄µ ones, or vice versa. Moreover, in

matter, the survival probabilities are not CP-invariant:

P (να → να) 6= P (ν̄α → ν̄α) (1.79)
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To extricate the intrinsic CP violation from the matter induced one in the LBL

experiments, we would need to measure the energy dependence of the oscillated

signal, or the signals at two baselines, which is an unfavorable condition. Some of

the alternatives are :

• LBL experiments at relatively low energies and moderate baselines (E ∼ 0.1−1

GeV, L ∼ 100− 1000 km. )

• Indirect measurements through

1. CP-even terms ∼ cos δ13

2. Area of leptonic unitarity angle.

Due to the experimental indistinguishability of low-energy νµ and ντ ,CP violation

cannot be studied in the supernova neutrino experiments.

Since CPT is not conserved in matter, CP and T violations are no longer directly

connected (although some relations between them still exist). Therefore, T violation

on neutrino oscillation in matter is not linked with the CP violation. Its characteristic

features are :

• Matter does not necessarily induce T violation (only asymmetric matter with

ñ(r) 6= n(r) does).

• There is no T violation (either fundamental or matter-induced) in the 2-flavor

case. This is a simple consequence of unitarity. For example, for the (νe, νµ)

system one has :

P (νe → νe) + P (νe → νµ) = 1

P (νe → νe) + P (νµ → νe) = 1 (1.80)

from which P (νe → νµ) = P (νµ → νe).

• In the 3-flavor case, there is only one T-odd probability difference for ν ′s (and

only one for ν̄ ′s), irrespective of the matter density profile :

∆P T
eµ = ∆P T

µτ = ∆P T
τe (1.81)

This is a consequence of 3-flavor unitarity.
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The matter-induced T violation is an interesting pure ≥ 3f matter effect, absent

in symmetric matter (in particular, in constant-density matter). It does not vanish in

the regime of complete averaging of neutrino oscillations. It may fake the fundamental

T violation and complicate its study, i.e. the extraction of δ13 from the experiment.

The matter-induced T-violation vanishes when either Ue3 = 0 or δm2
21 = 0 (i.e., in

the 2 flavor limits), and so is doubly suppressed by both these small parameters.

This implies that the perturbation theory can be used to obtain analytic expressions

for the T-odd probability differences.

1.4 Status of neutrino oscillations and future goals

Various experiments using solar, atmospheric, reactor and accelerator neutrinos in

the past few decades have verified that neutrinos oscillate among the three flavors

while conserving the lepton number. The latest global fit [26] (see also [9]) to the

world oscillation data directs us to two important aspects regarding mass and mixing

in the neutrino sector, namely

• Tiny masses with mild or no hierarchy : From the best-fit values [26] of the

two mass-squared splittings1,

δm2
sol = 7.39× 10−5eV2 ; δm2

atm = 2.52 (−2.51)× 10−3eV2 (1.82)

one can deduce some information on the mass pattern of neutrinos even though

the oscillation data can not tell anything about absolute mass scale. For nor-

mal hierarchy (NH), m1 ∼ 0,m2 ∼
√
δm2

sol,m3 ∼
√
δm2

atm while for inverted

hierarchy (IH), m3 ∼ 0,m2 ∼
√
δm2

atm,m1 ∼
√
δm2

atm. Currently, we donot

know whether the hierarchy is normal or inverted. From this one can conclude

that unlike the case with quarks or charged leptons, the hierarchy is relatively

mild between the two heavy masses: for NH, m3/m2 ' 6 and for IH and the

degenerate case, we have m2/m1 ' 1.

1The bracketed values correspond to IH.
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• Nearly tri-bimaximal mixing pattern : The best-fit values for the mixing angles

in the PMNS mixing matrix are

sin2 θ12 = 0.31 ; sin2 θ23 = 0.58 ; sin2 θ13 = 0.022 (0.023) (1.83)

Thus the mixing in the neutrino sector is close to tri-bi-maximal (one maximal,

one large and one small) mixing as opposed to three small mixings present in

the quark sector [27].

Both these observations reveal that the leptonic sector is quite asymmetric with

respect to the quark sector and neutrinos (unlike quarks and charged leptons) which

are allowed to be Majorana-type particle due to its neutral character are natural

candidate to explain this inferred asymmetry.

The oscillation experiments have clearly established that at least two of the neu-

trinos are massive however the question of how they attain their masses still eludes us.

Neutrinos are massless in the SM hence any theoretical explanation of the observed

phenomena of neutrino oscillations necessarily requires physics beyond the SM. This

is done by either extending the fermionic spectrum of the SM or giving up gauge

invariance and/or renormalizability. The simplest and the most elegant possibility of

generating neutrino masses is through the seesaw mechanism [5] in which one trades

the tininess of the neutrino masses with heaviness of the high scale heavy fields. In

addition, the seesaw mechanism is attractive as it has the ingredients for generating

the baryon asymmetry of the Universe via leptogenesis [6].

In Table 1.4 and 1.5, we summarize the present status of the known three flavor

neutrino oscillation parameters [26] obtained from a global analysis of data avail-

able from solar, atmospheric, reactor and accelerator experiments. The unknown

parameters are sign(δm2
31) and δ13.

These results have delineated the primary goals of neutrino oscillation re-

search over the coming decade, and these can be summarized below :

• Improved precision on the mass squared differences (δm2
21, δm

2
31) and mixing

angles (θ12, θ23, θ13).

• Determination of the hierarchy of neutrino masses or sign(δm2
31).
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• The presence, or otherwise, absence of CP violation in the leptonic sector and

the value of δ13.

The experimental realization of the above mentioned goals is a complex task.

Hence a large number of neutrino experiments are underway or being planned to

work towards achieving these aims. For a recent review, see [28].

Parameter True value 3σ range 3σ Precision

θ12 [deg] 33.82 31.61 - 36.27 14%

θ13 [deg] 8.61 8.22 - 8.99 8.9%

θ23 (NH) [deg] 49.6 40.9 - 52.2 27%

θ23 (IH) [deg] 49.8 41.2 - 52.1 27%

δm2
21 [eV2] 7.39× 10−5 [6.79 - 8.01] ×10−5 16%

δm2
31 (NH) [eV2] +2.52× 10−3 [2.42 - 2.62]×10−3 7.8%

δm2
31 (IH) [eV2] −2.51× 10−3 -[2.41 - 2.61] ×10−3 7.8%

δ13 (NH) [deg] -145 −π, π
δ13 (IH) [deg] -76 −π, π

Table 1.4: Current best-fit values, 3σ allowed range and precision of neutrino

oscillation parameters obtained from global analysis of data [26] without the inclusion

of tabulated χ2 data on atmospheric neutrinos provided by the Super-Kamiokande

collaboration (SK-atm). The precision is computed using 2(xup − xlow)/(xup + xlow)

where xup and xlow are the upper and lower bounds on the parameter x at 3σ level.

1.5 Neutrino oscillations - Experiments

In the present section, we give a brief description of different neutrino experiments.

We first give a short description of how neutrinos are produced in the different kinds

of sources and how different detector technologies are useful to detect neutrinos of

different flavors.
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Parameter True value 3σ range 3σ Precision

θ12 [deg] 33.82 31.61 - 36.27 14%

θ13 [deg] 8.61 8.22 - 8.98 8.9%

θ23 (NH) [deg] 49.7 40.9 - 52.2 24%

θ23 (IH) [deg] 49.7 41.2 - 52.1 24%

δm2
21 [eV2] 7.39× 10−5 [6.79 - 8.01] ×10−5 16%

δm2
31 (NH) [eV2] +2.52× 10−3 [2.43 - 2.62]×10−3 7.6%

δm2
31 (IH) [eV2] −2.51× 10−3 -[2.41 - 2.61] ×10−3 7.6%

δ13 (NH) [deg] -143 −π, π
δ13 (IH) [deg] -80 −π, π

Table 1.5: Current best-fit values, 3σ allowed range and precision of neutrino

oscillation parameters obtained from global analysis of data [26] with the inclusion

of tabulated χ2 data on atmospheric neutrinos provided by the Super-Kamiokande

collaboration (SK-atm). The precision is computed using 2(xup − xlow)/(xup + xlow)

where xup and xlow are the upper and lower bounds on the parameter x at 3σ level.

1.5.1 Sources of neutrinos

Figure 1.5: Atmospheric neutrinos. Taken from [29].
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1. Atmospheric neutrinos :- These result from interactions of cosmic rays hitting

atmospheric nuclei, thereby producing mesons (pions and kaons) which further

decay to give rise to νµ, ν̄µ, νe and ν̄e as given below

π+, K+ → µ+νµ (2 body decays of π+, K+ giving µ+ which further decays)

↓
e+ν̄µνe (Branching Fraction ≈ 100%)

The total number of muon-type neutrinos is expected to be twice as large as the

total number of electron-type neutrinos. Atmospheric neutrinos have energies

∈ 100 MeV −100 GeV. Fig. 1.5 shows a schematic of atmospheric neutrinos.

The flux is fairly well understood and falls steeply as E−2.7 at energies above 1

GeV [30–32].

Figure 1.6: Solar neutrinos produced via the pp chain. Taken from [34].

2. Solar neutrinos : The Sun releases energy in nuclear fusion reactions taking

place in the core of the Sun where hydrogen is burnt to 4He. Solar neutrinos

are essentially electron neutrinos and are produced in the Sun as a result of

the thermonuclear reactions via the pp chain (Fig. 1.6 shows a schematic of

the pp chain which is the dominant energy generation mechanism in the Sun)

and the CNO cycle. In order to compute the fluxes of these neutrinos and

energy spectra, one needs a detailed model of the Sun which involves explaining
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not only present solar structure but also the evolution of the Sun from initial

ignition of hydrogen nuclear fusion to present day. The specific solar models

incorporate many observed parameters such as the solar surface luminosity,

mass and age of the Sun. The best model available is the Standard Solar

Model [33].

3. Astrophysical neutrinos : At the very high end of the energy spectrum, it is

possible to produce neutrinos in astrophysical sources such as gamma ray bursts

(GRB) or active galactic nuclei (AGN) jets. Interaction of protons with the

ambient photons (pion photoproduction in the pγ interaction) or protons (pp

interaction) within the source produces charged pions which then decay to give

rise to muons and muon neutrinos. Depending on the energy, the muons thus

produced may also decay further to give muon neutrinos and electron neutrinos.

Typically (in pion beam source), the flux of muon neutrinos is twice the flux

of electron neutrinos. These neutrinos are of order PeV (= 1015 eV) in energy

and these are referred to as ultra high energy neutrinos [35].

νµ

νµ

νe

e

µ

π+

γ

p

νµ

νµ

νe

e±

µ±

π±

p

p

Figure 1.7: Astrophysical neutrinos produced via the pγ or pp interaction.

4. Conventional Beams :- These correspond to neutrino beams produced in ter-

restrial accelerators and are advantageous over the other neutrino sources as

they provide much greater control of the source. It is possible to adjust the
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energy spectrum of neutrinos produced. Also, neutrinos may be delivered in a

controlled fashion by allowing for better background rejection. A conventional

beam is obtained by first bombarding the target with high energy protons

which produces mesons (mostly pions and some kaons) which are focused into

an evacuated decay region where they decay to produce neutrinos. This tech-

nique inherently makes a beam which contains dominantly muon type with

some admixture of electron type neutrinos.

A beam of either neutrinos or antineutrinos can be selected by removing either

negatively or positively charged mesons from the beamline. Let us consider that

positively charged mesons (π+, K+) are selected. The main decay channels are

π+ → µ+νµ (Branching Fraction ≈ 99.99%)

K+ → µ+νµ (Branching Fraction ≈ 63.4%)

K0
L → π + µ+ νµ (Branching Fraction ≈ 27.0%)

Due to the relatively longer lifetime of muons (τ ' 2.2 µs), the muons produced

in the decay of mesons stop before decaying so these are not crucial source

of muon neutrinos. For example, in the NuMI beam tunnel (L = 677 m)

approximately 70% of 10 GeV π+ would decay, while only 1% of the 10 GeV

µ+ would decay. However the neutrino beam produced in this way is not

pure. It has a small (0.5-1.0 %) admixture of νe coming from the kaon 3 body

decay and the decay of daughter muons (µ+) produced in 2 body decays of

pions and kaons (π+, K+). The main 3 body decay channels that result in νe

contamination are :

KL → πeνe (Branching Fraction ≈ 40%)

K+ → π0e+νe (Branching Fraction ≈ 4.9%)

π+, K+ → µ+νµ (2 body decays of π+, K+ giving µ+ which furthur decays)

↓
e+ν̄µνe (Branching Fraction ≈ 100%)
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It should be noted that muon decay is mainly responsible for the νe component

of the beam.

The oscillation channels that can be studied are : νµ → νe, νµ → ντ and

νµ → νµ. If the neutrino energy is below the tau detection threshold of 3.46

GeV, the main appearance channel is νµ → νe. But one has to eliminate

the backgrounds which arise from (i) νe contamination in the beam, (ii) Fake

electrons from NC π0. A beam of either neutrinos or antineutrinos can be

selected by removing either negatively or positively charged mesons from the

beamline. Fluxes of neutrino beams are parametrized in terms of number of

protons on target (POT) per year. Conventional beams have POT of about

1020 per year. Examples : OPERA [36], ICARUS [37].
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Figure 1.8: The decay of mesons (pions and kaons) gives a beam of νµ.

5. Superbeam :- Tehnologically upgraded version of coventional beam is referred

to as superbeam. The proton fluxes are expected to higher by a factor of 10 to

50 as compared to the conventional beams. The source power for superbeams

is ' 1021 POT per year. The νe contamination is expected to be reducible to

≤ 0.2% in future superbeams. Examples : NOvA [38], T2K [39].

6. Reactor neutrinos :- Reactors produce an isotropic flux of electron antineutri-

nos (ν̄e) with energies of the order of MeV. Since the initial flavor of the neu-
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trino is ν̄e, one is mainly interested in disappearance measurement i.e., ν̄e → ν̄e

with low energy neutrinos and one is able to access smaller values of the neu-

trino mass squared difference. Examples : CHOOZ [40], D-CHOOZ [41], Palo

Verde [42], KamLAND [43], Daya Bay [44], RENO [45].

7. Neutrino Factory beams :- These are based on muon storage rings where it will

be possible to capture roughly 1020 muons (of either sign) per year. These are

created by the decays of high energy muons which are stored in elongated rings.

A neutrino factory is a muon storage ring with a long straight section in which

some fraction of the high energy accelerated muons (∼ 20 − 50 GeV) decay

in the straight sections thereby creating a well-collimated neutrino beam along

the direction of the straight section (see Fig. 1.9) [46]. The advantages over a

conventional neutrino beam are :

• the resulting neutrino spectrum is well-known.

• both νe and νµ beams are available.

• there is no contamination.

• the required proton energy is more modest (since much of the neutrino

energy comes from adding energy to the muons in recirculating linacs)

• there is no long decay tunnel (the entire length of the ring may only be ∼
200 m).

For µ− → νµe
−ν̄e decays, the observable channels are νµ → νe, νµ, ντ and

ν̄e → ν̄e, ν̄µ, ν̄τ

1.5.2 Detectors

We now describe some important detectors that have been used in neutrino oscillation

experiments and their properties.

1. Water Cerenkov Detector: In this case, the detecting element is purified water.

When charged particles passes through water, it produces Cerenkov light which
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Figure 1.9: The decay of µ− at a neutrino factory leads to νµ and ν̄e. All oscillation

channels are accessible in this case.

gets detected by the Photo Multiplier Tubes (PMTs) surrounding the water.

The pattern of Cerenkov light emission allows one to identify whether it was due

to electrons (positrons) or muons (antimuons). For highly energetic particles,

the energy reconstruction is harder due to the large number of particles pro-

duced in the hadron shower produced in deep inelastic scattering. Charge of the

particle cannot be identified. Examples : SK [47], HK [48], MEMPHYS [49].

2. Liquid Argon Detector: Liquid Argon acts as the detecting medium. The

tracks produced by charged particles are identified in the liquid. The pattern

allows us to detect the particle. This detector has excellent particle identifica-

tion capability as well as good calorimetry. There is no magnetic field hence it is

not possible to distinguish between particles and corresponding anti-particles.

Examples : ICARUS [37].

3. Liquid scintillator Detector: In this case, the detecting medium is dilute liquid

scintillator such as mineral oil and b-PBD is used for detection of charged

particles. The scintillation light produced by a charged particle is detected by

the PMT. Here again the charge of the particle cannot be identified due to the

absence of magnetic field. Examples : LSND [54], D-CHOOZ [41].
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Experiment Detector Source L < E > Location

(mass) (km) (GeV)

K2K Water Cerenkov Conventional Beam 250 1.4 SK, Japan

[50] (50 Kt)

MINOS Iron Calorimeter Atmospheric 15-13000 1-100 Soudan, US

[51] (5.4 Kt) Conventional Beam 735 3, ∼8, ∼11

ICARUS Liquid Argon Conventional Beam 732 17 LNGS, Europe

[37] TPC (2.35 Kt)

OPERA Emulsion Cloud Conventional Beam 735 17 LNGS, Europe

[36] Chamber (1.65 Kt)

T2K Water Cerenkov Superbeam 295 0.76 Kamioka, Japan

[39] (50 Kt) (Off-axis)

NOvA Liquid Scintillator Superbeam 812 2.22 US

[38] (50 Kt) (Off-axis)

T2HK Water Cerenkov Atmospheric 15-13000 1-100 Japan

[48] (1 Mt) Superbeam 295 4.0

DUNE LArTPC Atmospheric 15-13000 1-100 US

[52] (40 Kt) Superbeam 1300 0.8, 2.5

INO Iron Calorimeter Atmospheric 15-13000 1-100 India

[53] (50 - 100 Kt) Superbeam/NF TBD TBD

TBD → To be decided.

Table 1.6: General features such as detector type, neutrino source, baseline (L),

average energy (〈E〉) and location of the some of the experiments.

4. Iron Calorimeter: Iron Calorimeters consist of iron (steel) modules interspersed

with sensitive elements in which charged particles deposit energy. These detec-

tors are good for observing νµ and ν̄µ but not νe and ν̄e. One can distinguish

between µ− and µ+ if a magnetic field is added. Examples : MINOS [51],

INO [53].

5. Emulsion Detector: The above detector types are not useful to detect τ . If one

employs emulsion films (50 µm thick), it is possible to observe the trajectories

of τ and its decay products. These films are interleavened with 1 mm thick lead

plates to provide a large (1.8 Kt) target mass. In addition to the emulsion films,

the detector also contains a magnetic spectrometer which measures the charge
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and the momentum of muons going through it. Examples : OPERA [36].

Experiment Channel Physics potential

K2K νµ → νµ,e Beam: |δm2| = 2.8× 10−3eV2, sin2 2θ23 < 0.13 at 90% C.L.

[50]

MINOS νµ → νµ,e Atm: Compare νµ and ν̄µ osc. : CPT test

[51] Beam: |δm2
32| = 2.41+0.09

−0.10 × 10−3eV2, sin2 2θ23 = 0.950+0.035
−0.036

ICARUS νµ → νe,µ,τ Beam: τ, e appearance, proton decay

[37] |δm2
32|, sin2 θ23, sin2 2θ13 precision as in MINOS

OPERA νµ → νe,µ,τ Beam: τ, e appearance, proton decay

[36] |δm2
32|, sin2 θ23, sin2 2θ13 precision as in MINOS

T2K νµ → νe,µ Beam: e appearance

[39] |δm2
32| = 2.463+0.071

−0.074 × 10−3eV2, sin2 θ23 = 0.526+0.032
−0.036

NOvA νµ → νe,µ Beam: e appearance

Search for sterile ν

[38] ∆m2
32 = 2.44× 10−3eV2, sin2θ23 = 0.56, δ13 = 1.21π (NH)

T2HK νµ → νe,µ,τ Atm: Possible τ appearance, L/E dip

[48] Beam: sin2 θ13 sensitivity below 10−3

Sign δm2
32, δ13

DUNE νµ → νµ,e Beam: precise measurement of δ13, mass ordering

[52] ν̄µ → ν̄µ,e Beam: Octant of θ23

INO νµ → νµ Atm: L/E dip, CPT test

[53] Sign ∆m2
32

|∆m2
32|, sin2 θ23 precision as in MINOS

Beam: |∆m2
32|, sin2 θ23, sin2 2θ13 precision, δCP

Table 1.7: Physics potential of the various neutrino experiments.

1.5.3 Long baseline neutrino experiments

LBL neutrino experiments are terrestrial accelerator experiments in which one pro-

duces conventional beams or superbeams as depicted in Fig. 1.10 (for reviews on

LBL neutrino experiments, see [55, 56]). As mentioned earlier, the neutrino beams

are produced by the decay of charged pions and kaons generated by a high energy
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High Intensity Neutrino Beams
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Abstract. High-intensity proton accelerator complex enabled long baseline neutrino oscillation experiments with a precisely
controlled neutrino beam. The beam power so far achieved is a few hundred kW with enourmorous efforts of accelerator
physicists and engineers. However, to fully understand the lepton mixing structure, MW-class accelerators are desired. We
describe the current intensity-frontier high-energy proton accelerators, their plans to go beyond and technical challenges in
the neutrino beamline facilities.

Keywords: neutrino, accelerator

INTRODUCTION

Growing interests on the unresolved problems of the neutrino oscillation can only be satisfied with the realization of
the high intensity neutrino beam. In this paper, we present what is the limitting factor of intensity and how people are
trying to overcome those. Here, we restrict the topics to the conventional neutrino beam, which have been used for
accelerator-based long baseline neutrino oscillation experiments.

Figure 1 shows a typical configuration of accelerator-based long basline neutrino experiments. A proton beam
from an acelerator-complex is injected to a target. Pions and Kaons are generated there, are focused forward by
electromagnetic horns and eventually decay mainly into muons and muon-neutrinos after a few hundred to a few
thorusand metors flight. Those neutrinos are detected at near detectors on accelerator cite and at a far detector located
a few handred to a few thoutand km away. As an example to demonstrate the intensity of these neutrino beams, when
J-PARC, which is described later, run at the design power of 750kW, about 1n/cm2/s reaches the 295km away far
detector.

The produced neutrino beam has following features:

• wide band spectrum, but can be narrowed by changing the target-horn distance (NuMI) or by the off-axis method
(T2K, NOnA) as shown in Fig.2,

FIGURE 1. Components of the accelerator neutrino experiment
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Figure 1.10: Schematic of an accelerator beam line. Taken from [57].

proton beam hitting a target. The positive and negative mesons are sign-selected

and focussed by large acceptance magnetic lenses into a long evacuated decay tunnel

where the muon neutrinos (or antineutrinos) are generated. In case of positive charge

selection, we have a νµ beam with a few percent contamination of ν̄µ (from decay

of π−, K−, K0) and about 1% contamination of νe and ν̄e (from three body decay of

K±, K0 and µ).

In order to fulfil the needs of search for CP violation, one needs to push the

conventional beams to their ultimate limits (i.e. superbeams) and gigantic neutrino

detectors must be built. All LBL experiments mainly produce muon (anti)neutrinos

at source which propagate to detector. So there are mainly two kinds of oscillation

channels, disappearance channel (survival of muon (anti)neutrinos) and appearance

channel (appearance of electron (anti)neutrino). The disappearance channel is most

sensitive to θ23 and mass hierarchy while the appearance channel is sensitive to θ13

and the CP phase, δ13 and also to the mass hierarchy [52].

The first generation of LBL experiments were KEK to Kamioka (K2K), Main

injector neutrino oscillation search (MINOS), MINOS+, Oscillation Project with

Emulsion-tRacking Apparatus (OPERA) and Imaging Cosmic And Rare Under-

ground Signals (ICARUS). Tokai to Kamioka (T2K) and NuMI Off-Axis νe Ap-

pearance (NOνA) are the second generation LBL experiments and DUNE and Tokai

to Hyper-Kamiokande (T2HK) are the third generation LBL experiments. We have

listed some of the past, present and future LBL experiments (see Table 1.6 and 1.7
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for a comprehensive summary of some experiments.)
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Figure 1.11: Oscillation probabilities for νµ → νe (top row), νµ → νµ (middle

row) and νµ → ντ (bottom row) as a function of E for a fixed baseline of 1300 km

in vacuum (left) and in matter (right). The oscillation parameters have been taken

from the Table 1.5. The solid line is for δ13 = 0. The bands indicate the variation in

probability due to the variation of δ13 in the allowed range which is indicated in the

plot.

Since the neutrinos are mainly produced in the νµ flavor at the LBL experiments,

the oscillation channels that are accessible at a LBL experiment are νµ → νe, νµ →
νµ and νµ → ντ . In order to facilitate a smooth and clear understanding of the

results presented in Chapter 2, we numerically obtain the relevant probabilities in

Fig. 1.11 and Fig 1.12 using General Long Baseline Experiment Simulator (GLoBES)

software [79] both for the case of vacuum and standard matter interactions for a fixed

baseline of 1300 km. In Fig. 1.11, we show the neutrino oscillation probability for

νµ → νe, νµ → νµ and νµ → ντ channels as a function of E in vacuum and in

matter (assuming SI) for the case of NH. The CP asymmetry in the νµ → νe channel

is plotted against energy for fixed baseline of 1300 km in Fig. 1.12. The following

salient features emerge from Fig. 1.11 and Fig. 1.12

• Unitarity :- At each value of E, one can check that the probabilities for the
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Figure 1.12: CP asymmetry in the νµ → νe channel as a function of E for a fixed

baseline of 1300 km in vacuum and in matter. The oscillation parameters have been

taken from Table 1.5.

three channels add up to 1 i.e.,

P (νµ → νe) + P (νµ → νµ) + P (νµ → ντ ) = 1

This is expected from unitarity of the mixing matrix (Eq. 1.28). The muon

survival probability is large and approaches unity which in turn makes the

νµ → ντ probability also large approaching unity. The νµ → νe probability on

the other hand is much smaller than the other two. In the region of interest

for LBL experiments, νµ → νe probability can take values upto around ∼ 0.05.

• νµ → νe channel : If we look at the leading oscillatory term of P (νµ → νe),

we get oscillation maxima at

∆m2
31L

4E
= (2n− 1)

π

2
L

E
' (2n− 1)

π

2

(
1

1.267

)(
2.52× 10−3 eV2

∆m2
31

)

L

E
' (2n− 1)× 500

km

GeV
(1.84)

where n is an integer and n = 0, 1, . . . stands for first, second, . . . oscillation

maxima occurring at L/E ' 500, 1500, . . . km/GeV and so on. It may be pos-

sible to observe the higher (n > 1) oscillation maximas when the baselines are
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comparatively longer (so that the energies at which higher maximas occur are

not too small). For L = 1300 km, the energy for first oscillation maximum

is E ' 2.6 GeV and the energy for second oscillation maximum is E ' 0.8

GeV. The LBL neutrino experiments are typically planned to exploit the first

oscillation maximum of the νµ → νe probability (i.e. L/E ' 500 km/GeV )

and the neutrino flux is typically tuned to be peaked at a value of energy

corresponding the first oscillation maximum for the baseline under considera-

tion. This enhances the sensitivity of those experiments to neutrino oscillation

parameters.

At the first peak, the probability in the neutrino channel reaches a value of

∼ 0.05 in vacuum (for δ13 = 0) which gets enhanced to ∼ 0.075 (for δ13 = 0) in

matter for NH due to the matter effect. One can clearly see that the band of

allowed probabilities when δ13 is varied is also higher than the vacuum case.

For CP violation discussion, one needs to study the probability differences be-

tween the neutrino and the antineutrino channels (Fig. 1.12). In vacuum, when

δ13 = 0, we get the same values for probabilities in neutrino and antineutrino

channels. This is expected since the only term that distinguishes neutrinos from

antineutrinos is the CP phase (δ13). However, when δ13 is non-zero, one gets

non-zero CP asymmetry which becomes largest when δ13 = ±π/2. This can be

understood from the sin δ13 dependence of the CP asymmetry (see Eq. 1.73).

This is referred to as intrinsic CP effect. The CP asymmetry in vacuum is

also independent of the neutrino mass hierarchy as expected.

However, the scenario in matter (assuming SI) is quite different. Even when

δ13 = 0, one gets non-zero CP asymmetry the sign of which depends on the

choice of hierarchy as can be seen in Fig. 1.12. One gets non-zero CP asymmetry

also when δ13 6= 0 but again the sign of the asymmetry is hierarchy dependent.

The asymmetry at δ13 = 0 arises purely due to the fact that matter is CP

asymmetric which induces extrinsic CP effects. In general, there are two

components in the CP asymmetry and it is very hard to disentangle the two

contributions. This issue has been discussed at length in Chapter 2.
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• νµ → νµ channel :- The muon survival probability can be very large at some

energies but it has almost no dependence on the value of δ13. This is due to

the fact that the CP odd term (∝ sin δ13) vanishes. There is almost no impact

of Earth matter on this channel for this baseline of O(1000) km. Matter effects

are crucial for longer baselines [22, 23].

• νµ → ντ channel :- Like the muon survival probability, this can be very large

at some energies but it has almost no dependence on the value of δ13. Earth

matter effects are also small at the baseline of O(1000) km. This is no longer

true for longer baselines [22, 23]. Also, detection of tau neutrinos is not very

easy so this appearance channel is not very useful.

The νµ → νe channel is termed as the golden channel [19] since the infor-

mation about the neutrino oscillation parameters are mainly extracted through this

channel at the LBL experiments. The dependence due to the CP odd term (∝ sin δ13)

primarily manifests itself in the νµ → νe channel.

1.6 New physics scenarios

Unification of all fundamental interactions observed in nature has been the dream

of particle physicists. SM of particle physics has been a big step in this direction

which successfully unified weak and electromagnetic interactions. But as has been

well discussed in literature, the SM despite all successes also leave many questions

unanswered. The SM also has known and well emphasized problems like naturalness,

hierarchy etc. associated with it. So there are very strong reasons to believe that

SM is a effective theory valid upto a certain energy scale (∼ 1 TeV), and beyond this

scale some new physics should take over.

As is already mentioned in the introduction, the SM is clearly inadequate to ex-

plain the phenomena of neutrino oscillations and masses. One is therefore interested

in possible extensions of SM, which can accommodate the masses of neutrinos in a

natural way. Here we will describe the possible candidates for new physics (theories
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beyond the SM) either by enlarging the particle content of the SM or via new type

of interactions.

1.6.1 Non-standard interactions

Effects due to new physics in neutrino oscillations can be very conveniently described

by nonstandard interactions (NSI). The idea of NSI emerged in the seminal paper

by Wolfenstein [16] in order to explain the idea of flavor change of neutrinos for the

case of massless neutrinos. It is now well established by present data that neutrinos

oscillate due to nonzero masses and mixing. However there can be subleading effects

due to NSI which can be probed in neutrino oscillation experiments. The possibility

of detection of NSI and their interference with standard neutrino oscillation mea-

surements has triggered a considerable interest in the community in the recent years.

For recent reviews on NSI, see [58–61].

Figure 1.13: A cartoon depicting interactions (SI and NSI). Taken from Ohlsson [58].

At low energies (E �Mew, whereMew is the electroweak scale), we can parametrize

a wide class of new physics scenarios in a model independent way by using effective

four-fermion interactions. In general, NSI can influence both via CC interactions

or NC interactions. See Fig. 1.13 for a cartoon depicting SI and NSI. It is known

that CC interactions affect processes only at the source or the detector and these are

clearly discernible at near detectors. On the other hand, the NC interactions affect

the propagation of neutrinos which can be studied only at far detectors. We are

interested in NSI that alter the propagation of neutrinos, we shall consider only the
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NC type of interactions. The effective Lagrangian describing the NC type neutrino

NSI is given by

LNSI = −2
√

2GF ε
f C
αβ [ν̄αγ

µPLνβ] [f̄γµPCf ] (1.85)

where f represents the first generation SM fermion (e, u, d). The requirement of

coherence in the interaction preserves the flavor of the background fermion. Second

or third generation fermions do not affect oscillation experiments since matter does

not contain them. PL = (1− γ5)/2 and PC = (1± γ5)/2. In general, the NSI terms

can be complex.

The new NC interaction terms can affect the neutrino oscillation physics either by

causing the flavor of neutrino to change i.e. flavor changing interaction or, by having

a non-universal scattering amplitude of NC for different neutrino flavors i.e. flavor

preserving interaction. Even though in the Lagrangian, NSI coupling of the neutrino

is with first generation fermions, it turns out that phenomenologically, only the sum

(incoherent) of all the individual contributions from different scatterers contribute to

the coherent forward scattering of neutrinos in matter. If we normalize to the ne, the

effective NSI parameter for neutral Earth matter (there are 2 nucleons (one proton

and one neutron) per electron for neutral Earth matter) is

εαβ =
∑

f=e,u,d

nf
ne
εfαβ = εeαβ + 2εuαβ + εdαβ +

nn
ne

(2εdαβ + εuαβ) = εeαβ + 3εuαβ + 3εdαβ

(1.86)

where nn and nf are neutron number density and density of fermion f in that medium

respectively. If we normalize to either up or down quark abundance (assume isoscalar

composition of matter) instead, there is a relative factor of 3 which will need to be

incorporated accordingly. Also, εfαβ = εfLαβ +εfRαβ which encodes the fact that NC type

NSI matter effects are sensitive to the vector sum of NSI couplings.

We next give the current constraints on the NC type NSI parameters. Eq. 1.86

is the combination of NSI terms that impact neutrino oscillations. Typically, as

in [62], the constraints are set on individual NSI terms, for example, εfLαβ or εfRαβ

where the coupling is to either of the fermions (e, u, d) individually. This complicates

the extraction of constraints on effective εαβ. One could take a conservative approach
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and use the most stringent constraint in the individual NSI terms (say, use |εuµe|) to

constrain the effective term (say, |εµe|) and that leads to

|εαβ| <




0.06 0.05 0.27

0.05 0.003 0.05

0.27 0.05 0.16


 (1.87)

However, if we assume that the errors on individual NSI terms are uncorrelated, one

can (as in Ref. [63]) deduce model-independent bounds on effective NC NSI terms

εαβ ∼<
{ ∑

C=L,R

[(εeCαβ)2 + (3εuCαβ )2 + (3εdCαβ)2]

}1/2

This approach for the Earth matter leads to

|εαβ| <




4.2 0.33 3.0

0.33 0.068 0.33

3.0 0.33 21


 (1.88)

Note that the values mentioned in Eq. 1.88 are larger by one or two orders of mag-

nitude than the bounds of Eq. 1.87.

Additionally, two experiments have tried to constrain NSI parameters. There

is no evidence in favour of NSI in the SK NSI search for atmospheric neutrinos

crossing the Earth and the study led to upper bound on NSI parameters [64] given

by |εµτ | < 0.033, |εττ − εµµ| < 0.147 (at 90% CL) in a two flavor hybrid model [58].

The off-diagonal NSI parameter εµτ is constrained −0.20 < εµτ < 0.07 (at 90%

CL) from MINOS data in the framework of two flavor neutrino oscillations [65, 66].

Additionally, the allowed ranges of NSI parameters have been recently extracted

using global analysis of neutrino data in Ref. [67].

In presence of NSI, the effective Hamiltonian in the ultra-relativistic limit is given

by

H = Hvac +HSI +HNSI (1.89)

where Hvac is the vacuum Hamiltonian and HSI, HNSI are the effective Hamiltonians
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in presence of SI alone and NSI respectively. Thus,

H =
1

2E




U




0

δm2
21

δm2
31


U † + A(x)




1 + εee εeµ εeτ

εeµ
? εµµ εµτ

εeτ
? εµτ

? εττ








(1.90)

where A(x) = 2E
√

2GFne(x) is the standard CC potential due to the coherent for-

ward scattering of neutrinos. The perturbative expressions for oscillation probability

including effects due to NSI have been computed in [68–70].

The oscillation probability for νe → νµ can be obtained as

P (νe → νµ) ' 4s2
13s

2
23

[
sin2 (1− rA)λL/2

(1− rA)2

]

+ 8s13s23c23(|εeµ|c23cχ − |εeτ |s23cω) rA

[
sin rAλL/2

rA

sin (1− rA)λL/2

(1− rA)
cos

λL

2

]

+ 8s13s23c23(|εeµ|c23sχ − |εeτ |s23sω)rA

[
sin rAλL/2

rA

sin (1− rA)λL/2

(1− rA)
sin

λL

2

]

+ 8s13s
2
23(|εeµ|s23cχ + |εeτ |c23cω)rA

[
sin2 (1− rA)λL/2

(1− rA)2

]
(1.91)

where λ ≡ δm2
31

2E
; rλ ≡

δm2
21

δm2
31

; rA ≡
A(x)

δm2
31

(1.92)

Note that we have used s̃13 ≡ sin θ̃13 = s13/(1− rA) to the leading order in s13, and

χ = φeµ + δ13, ω = φeτ + δ13. Only the parameters εeµ and εeτ enter in the leading

order expression [70].

The survival probability for νµ → νµ is given by

P (νµ → νµ) ' 1− s2
2×23

[
sin2 λL

2

]

− |εµτ | cosφµτs2×23

[
s2

2×23(rAλL) sinλL+ 4c2
2×23rA sin2 λL

2

]

+ (|εµµ| − |εττ |)s2
2×23c2×23

[
rAλL

2
sinλL− 2rA sin2 λL

2

]
(1.93)

where s2×23 ≡ sin 2θ23 and c2×23 ≡ cos 2θ23. Note that the NSI parameters involving

the electron sector do not enter this channel and the survival probability depends

only on the three parameters εµµ, εµτ , εττ [68, 70].
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Figure 1.14: Three active and additional sterile neutrinos. Taken from [72, 73].

1.6.2 Additional sterile neutrinos

A sterile neutrino is a neutral lepton introduced by Pontecorvo in 1967 [71] with

no usual weak interaction except that induced by mixing. Sterile neutrino arises

in most extensions of SM and there is no restriction on its mass. In the minimal

Type I Seesaw mechanism [5], one invokes very heavy sterile neutrinos (heaviness

being related to the smallness of the neutrino masses) and these are also useful in

leptogenesis [6]. However, we are interested in light sterile neutrinos that mix with

the ordinary neutrinos and are accessible at neutrino oscillation experiments leading

to new oscillation effects (see Fig. 1.14). We know from the precise measurements of

the Z0 width at LEP that there are only three types of weakly interacting neutrino

flavors. Thus, any additional neutrino flavors must interact only through oscillation

mechanics with the other flavor states and gravity.

There has been interest in light sterile neutrinos due to the long standing anoma-

lies in neutrino experimental data for more than two decades. We briefly describe

the anomalies that indicate the existence of an additional sterile neutrino without

electroweak interactions. For a review, see [74].

• LSND :- The first indication of sterile neutrinos was found in the results of

Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detector (LSND) [54] at the Los Alamos National

Laboratory in the mid-nineties. It comprised of a stopped pion source produc-

ing intense beam of ν̄µ with energies upto 53 MeV. A liquid scintillator detector

(placed at a distance of 30 m from the source) was optimized to observe elec-
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tron neutrino events via the inverse beta decay process in carbon, ν̄ep→ e+n,

by detecting the Cherenkov and scintillation light produced by the e+ and the

delayed 2.2 MeV photon from neutron capture. Since there are no ν̄e in pro-

duction, this experiment is an ideal set up for studying ν̄µ → ν̄e oscillations at

L/E ' 1m/ MeV. The backgrounds to this signal were conventional ν̄e produc-

tion in the beam stop and π− decay in flight followed by ν̄µp → µ+n with µ+

mis-identified as an e+. LSND observed an excess of 87.9± 22.4± 6.0 ν̄e events

over these backgrounds, a 3.8σ deviation from expectation [54]. Interpretation

of this result in terms of neutrino oscillations yields additional mass squared

splitting δm2 & O(0.1)eV2 which can be achieved by invoking additional sterile

neutrino (Fig. 1.15).
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Figure 7

SBN 3� (solid red line) and 5� (dotted red line) sensitivities to a light sterile neutrino in the ⌫µ ! ⌫e appearance

channel (left) and ⌫µ ! ⌫µ disappearance channel (right). For comparison, the LSND preferred region at 90%
C.L. (shaded blue) and 99% C.L. (shaded gray) is presented (19). Moreover, the global ⌫e appearance (shaded

red) and global ⌫µ disappearance (black line) 3� regions from Ref. (33) are also included. Finally, the 3� global

best fit regions from Ref. (35) are shown in green. The sensitivities are reproduced from the SBN proposal (15).

directly above the pits where the detectors are installed. This shielding will absorb more

than 99% of the photon and hadron content of cosmic showers hitting the experimental halls.

The shielding and CRTs provide a powerful combination for cosmic background mitigation

that is essential to the physics goals of SBN.

The projected sensitivities to ⌫µ ! ⌫e conversion and ⌫µ disappearance oscillation

signals are shown in Fig. 7. The analysis is presented in the context of a 3+1 sterile

neutrino model according to Eqs. 4 and 6. Event rates and systematic uncertainties and

their correlations were determined from the full BNB and GENIE simulation codes, as

described above. An uncorrelated detector systematic uncertainty at the level of 3% is

assumed. Statistical errors are derived assuming an exposure of 6.6⇥1020 protons delivered

to the BNB target, which corresponds to approximately three years of operation, for both

the near and far detectors.

The capability to search for evidence of oscillation through muon neutrino disappearance

is a very important feature of the SBN program, owing to the intense muon neutrino beam

and multiple detectors. The severe tension between existing ⌫e appearance and ⌫µ disap-

pearance data, as discussed in Section 2, presents a major challenge to the sterile neutrino

interpretation at present. The observation of muon neutrino disappearance, commensurate

with an appearance signal, would be essential to the interpretation of any electron neutrino

excess as being due to the existence of sterile neutrinos.

Focusing on a 3+1 sterile neutrino scenario, the 3� and 5� sensitivities of SBN are

presented as solid and dotted red lines, respectively, in Fig. 7. To put the SBN sensitivity

into perspective, several related results are superimposed for comparison. To start with,

SBN was designed to cover, at � 5�, the full 99% allowed region of the original LSND

appearance result reported in 2001 (19) in the (sin2 2✓µe,�m2
41) plane. This is presented

as the blue (90% C.L.) and gray (99% C.L.) regions in the left panel.

16 Machado • Palamara • Schmitz

Figure 1.15: Sensitivities to a light sterile neutrino in the νµ → νe appearance

channel. The LSND preferred region at 90% C.L. (shaded blue) and 99% C.L. (shaded

grey) is shown [54]. The sensitivities are reproduced from the SBN proposal. Taken

from [75].

• MiniBooNE :- The MiniBooNE experiment at Fermilab was proposed to test
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Figure 1.16: Schematic of the MiniBooNE experiment at Fermilab. A high-intensity

beam of accelerated protons is focused onto a target, producing pions that decay

predominantly into muons and muon neutrinos. The resulting neutrino beam is char-

acterized by the MiniBooNE detector. Taken from [76].

the sterile neutrino hypothesis. Even though the energy and baseline were

larger, it is sensitive to the same range of L/E as LSND, which means that

MiniBooNE also probes a mass squared splitting of O(1) eV 2 as LSND. Mini-

BooNE is located on the Booster Neutrino Beam at Fermilab, which peaks

at 700 MeV neutrino energy. A mineral oil detector optimized to observe

Cherenkov light emitted by electrons and muons is located 540 m downstream

from the neutrino production target. There is a magnetic horn system allowing

for focusing negatively or positively charged mesons leading to a mostly νµ or ν̄µ

neutrino beam (See Fig. 1.16). So, MiniBooNE can run in both neutrino mode

and antineutrino mode. The different energy configuration and event signa-

ture (Cherenkov ring topology) makes MiniBooNE backgrounds very different

from those in LSND. The main backgrounds are : (i) Mis-identification of π0

as electron like event; (ii) νe from kaon and muon decays in the beamline; (iii)

single photon production via resonant process ∆→ Nγ; and (iv) single photon

events from neutrino interactions in dirt and material surrounding detector.

MiniBooNE has reported excess of electron like events after collecting 12.84

(11.27)× 1020 POT in neutrino (antineutrino) modes leading to 4.7σ deviation

from the expected backgrounds, thereby strengthening the SBL anomaly [77].
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There are two more anomalies that hint towards existence of sterile neutrinos.

These are sensitive to disappearance of νe.

• Reactor anomaly :- In case of reactor neutrino data, the flux re-computation

with improved theoretical uncertainties led to a deficit in the experiments in the

total number of events with respect to theoretical expectations. Some spectral

features have been observed in recent times which are consistent with sterile

neutrino oscillations with δm2 ' 1 eV 2.

• Gallium anomaly :- The number of νe events from radioactive sources were

found to be less than the theoretical expectations.

The Short-Baseline Neutrino (SBN) Program [75] is a joint effort by three

collaborations (ICARUS-T600, MicroBooNE, SBND) to use their detectors to per-

form sensitive searches for νe appearance and νµ disappearance in the Booster Neu-

trino Beam at Fermilab. All of the detectors utilize liquid argon time projection

chambers (LArTPC), and each contributes to the development of this technology

for the long-baseline DUNE experiment at Fermilab. Previous neutrino experiments

have seen some hints of yet another sterile neutrino, and SBN will hunt for evidence

of this unconfirmed fourth state.

In order to describe oscillations of (3+1) neutrinos, we have the (4×4) unitary

matrix for the case of (3+1) flavors

U sterile =




Ue1 Ue2 Ue3 Ue4

Uµ1 Uµ2 Uµ3 Uµ4

Uτ1 Uτ2 Uτ3 Uτ4

Us1 Us2 Us3 Us4




(1.94)

which can be parameterised as

U sterile = O34(θ34, δ34)O24(θ24, δ24)O14(θ14)O23(θ23)O13(θ13, δ13)O12(θ12) (1.95)
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Here, Oij(θij, δij) denotes a rotation in the ij plane by an angle θij and phase δij.

O24(θ24, δ24) =




1 0 0 0

0 cos θ24 0 e−iδ24 sin θ24

0 0 1 0

0 −eiδ24 sin θ24 0 cos θ24




O14(θ14) =




cos θ14 0 0 sin θ14

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

− sin θ14 0 0 cos θ14




The standard formula in 3 flavor formalism can be obtained by setting θi4 = 0 for

i = 1, 2, 3 and identifying δ13 as the standard Dirac CP phase in the framework for

three flavors. Note that the δ12 becomes unphysical in this case. Now, we know that

δm2
41 is larger than δm2

31 or δm2
21 and we can get appropriate two flavor oscillation

formulae to describe the SBL oscillations given by

P (να → νβ) = δαβ − 4|Uαβ|2(δαβ − |Uαβ|2) sin2

(
δm2

41E

4L

)
(1.96)

where L and E stand for the baseline and neutrino energy respectively. One can

identify the effective mixing angle governing different oscillation channels

νµ → νe : sin2 2θµe ≡ |Uµ4|2|Ue4|2 (LSND, MiniBooNE)

νe → νe : sin2 2θee ≡ |Ue4|2(1− |Ue4|2) (Reactor, Gallium)

νµ → νµ : sin2 2θµµ ≡ |Uµ4|2(1− |Uµ4|2) (None) (1.97)

Now, if we are interested in an expression that can reveal impact of sterile neutri-

nos at long baselines, we can use the fact that oscillation effects due to the fourth state

will be averaged and this leads to the following tractable expression in vacuum [78].

P (νµ → νe) = 4|Uµ4Ue4|2 × (1/2)

− 4Re(Uµ1U
∗
e1U

∗
µ2Ue2) sin2 ∆21

2
+ 2Im(Uµ1U

∗
e1U

∗
µ2Ue2) sin ∆21

− 4Re(Uµ1U
∗
e1U

∗
µ3Ue3) sin2 ∆31

2
+ 2Im(Uµ1U

∗
e1U

∗
µ3Ue3) sin ∆31

− 4Re(Uµ2U
∗
e2U

∗
µ3Ue3) sin2 ∆32

2
+ 2Im(Uµ2U

∗
e2U

∗
µ3Ue3) sin ∆32

(1.98)
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since sin2 ∆4i

2
averages out to 1/2, and sin ∆4i averages out to be 0, when i = 1, 2, 3.

Upon substituting the values of the Uαi in terms of the mixing angles, we obtain :

P (νµ → νe) =
1

2
sin2 2θ4ν

µe

+ (a2 sin2 2θ3ν
µe −

1

4
sin2 2θ13 sin2 2θ4ν

µe)
[

cos2 θ12 sin2 ∆31

2
+ sin2 θ12 sin2 ∆32

2

]

+ cos(δ13)ba2 sin 2θ3ν
µe

[
cos 2θ12 sin2 ∆21

2
+ sin2 ∆31

2
− sin2 ∆32

2

]

+ cos(δ24)ba sin 2θ4ν
µe

[
cos 2θ12 cos2 θ13 sin2 ∆21

2
− sin2 θ13(sin2 ∆31

2
− sin2 ∆32

2
)
]

+ cos(δ13 + δ24)a sin 2θ3ν
µe sin 2θ4ν

µe

[
− 1

2
sin2 2θ12 cos2 θ13 sin2 ∆21

2

+ cos 2θ13(cos2 θ12 sin2 ∆31

2
+ sin2 θ12 sin2 ∆32

2
)
]

− 1

2
sin(δ13)ba2 sin 2θ3ν

µe

[
sin ∆21 − sin ∆31 + sin ∆32

]

+
1

2
sin(δ24)ba sin 2θ4ν

µe

[
cos2 θ13 sin ∆21 + sin2 θ13(sin ∆31 − sin ∆32)

]

+
1

2
sin(δ13 + δ24)a sin 2θ3ν

µe sin 2θ4ν
µe

[
cos2 θ12 sin ∆31 + sin2 θ12 sin ∆32

]

+ (b2a2 − 1

4
a2 sin2 2θ12 sin2 2θ3ν

µe −
1

4
cos4 θ13 sin2 2θ12 sin2 2θ4ν

µe) sin2 ∆21

2

(1.99)

where,

sin 2θ3ν
µe = sin 2θ13 sin θ23 (1.100)

b = cos θ13 cos θ23 sin 2θ12 (1.101)

sin 2θ4ν
µe = sin 2θ14 sin θ24 (1.102)

a = cos θ14 cos θ24 (1.103)

This gives us insight as to which terms are important when we are discussing the

role of sterile neutrinos at long baselines.

Let us now discuss the implications of the 3 + 1 case on CP violating probability

difference, ∆Pαβ. We can draw very clear inferences if we assume CPT invariance and

unitarity. In vacuum, CPT invariance implies that P (νβ → να) = P (ν̄α → ν̄β), which

in turn implies that ∆Pβα = −∆Pαβ, and in particular that ∆Pαβ = 0 when β = α.

Thus, when there are only three neutrino flavors, there are only three independent
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potentially non-zero CP-violating differences ∆Pαβ to be measured: ∆Peµ, ∆Pµτ and

∆Pτe. From the conservation of probability, we have for any number of flavors,

∑

β

P (να → νβ) = 1 and
∑

β

P (ν̄α → ν̄β) = 1

From this, it immediately follows that
∑

β ∆Pαβ = 0. Now, since ∆Pαβ = 0 when

β = α, we can safely conclude that

∑

β 6=α
∆Pαβ = 0 (1.104)

For three flavor case, this constraint implies that ∆Peµ + ∆Peτ = 0 and that ∆Pµe +

∆Pµτ = 0. Since ∆Pβα = −∆Pαβ, i.e. the three independent CP-violating differences

are equal (Eq. 1.73). In particular, if there are only three flavors, it is not possible

for CP invariance to hold in one oscillation channel, such as
(−)
νµ →

(−)
νe , and yet be

violated in another channel, such as
(−)
νµ →

(−)
ντ .

In the 3+1 scenario, however, there will be six independent differences ∆Pαβ:

∆Peµ, ∆Pµτ , ∆Pτe, ∆Pes, ∆Pµs and ∆Pτs, where s refers to the sterile flavor. Now

the above constraint gives rise only to relations like

∆Peµ = ∆Pµτ + ∆Pµs (1.105)

It is now possible for ∆Pµe(= −∆Peµ) to be zero, while the differences ∆Pµτ and

∆Pµs in other oscillation channels are large. Experimentally, the first one that can

be measured is the ∆Pµe while the other ones will be much harder. But, the main

point is that we will not have a clear picture on CP violation in the leptonic sector

unless we measure all these differences if indeed there were sterile neutrinos.

1.7 Layout of the chapters

In this thesis, we have explored how LBL experiments can be used to explore new

physics (e.g. non-standard interactions or sterile neutrinos) in the neutrino sector.

We consider NSI and theories with additional sterile neutrinos as possible candi-

dates for probing new physics in the neutrino sector. We have performed detailed

simulations using GLoBES software [79] to substantiate our claims.
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In Chapter 2 we analyze impact of new physics on the violation of discrete sym-

metries and testing non-unitarity at LBL experiments.

In Chapter 3 we present our summarize the results obtained so far. We present the

current experimental status of neutrino mass and mixing in terms of flavor diagram.

Towards the end, we also briefly describe the work that we are presently engaged in.



Chapter 2

Violation of discrete symmetries

and testing non-unitarity at long

baseline neutrino experiments

One of the fundamental parameters entering neutrino oscillation framework is the

leptonic CP phase δ13 and its measurement is an important goal of the planned

LBL experiments. It should be noted that ordinary matter effects complicate the

determination of this parameter and there are studies in literature that deal with

separation of intrinsic versus extrinsic CP violation. It is important to investigate the

consequences of new physics effects that can not only hamper the measurement of δ13,

but also impact the consequences of discrete symmetries such as CP, T and unitarity

in different oscillation channels. In the present chapter, we explore these discrete

symmetries and implications on unitarity in presence of two new physics scenarios

(NSI in propagation and presence of sterile neutrinos) that serve as good examples

of going beyond the standard scenario in different directions. We uncover the impact

of new physics scenarios on disentangling intrinsic and extrinsic CP violation. Some

of the results presented in this chapter are published in Phys. Rev. D95, 075035

(2017).

The outline of this chapter is as follows. After an introduction comprising of a

review of current status of neutrino parameters, in Section 2.2.1, we give general def-
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initions of CP, T and CPT asymmetries and unitarity condition. In Section 2.2.2, we

give the three flavor framework in vacuum (Section 2.2.2) and in NSI along with the

choice of NSI parameters (Section 2.2.2). In Section 2.2.3, we describe the framework

and choice of parameters for the sterile case. Our results are discussed in Section 2.3.

The CP and T asymmetries are described for the three physics scenarios as a func-

tion of E and L in Section 2.3.1. For a test of non-unitarity in the sterile case, we

use oscillograms as our main tool (see Section 2.3.2). In Section 2.3.3, we discuss

the spectral differences in oscillogram patterns for the three physics scenarios consid-

ered 1. Finally, we discuss prospects of CP violation and implications of our studies

for LBL experiments with particular emphasis on T2K, T2HK, NOvA and DUNE in

Section 2.4. We conclude in Section 2.5.

2.1 Introduction

The possibility of neutrino oscillations was first raised in a seminal paper by Pon-

tecorvo [12] and almost sixty years later the experimental confirmation of neutrino

oscillations was rewarded with a Nobel prize [13]. The standard three flavor neutrino

mixing parameters are - three angles (θ12, θ13, θ23), two mass splittings (δm2
31, δm

2
21)

and one phase (δ13) that is responsible for CP violation in the leptonic sector. While

the mixing angles and the mass-squared differences (and absolute value of only one

of them) have been measured with varying degrees of precision (see Table 2.1), the

measured value of θ13 allows for an early measurement of the leptonic CP viola-

tion [80–82].

The three flavor neutrino mixing matrix U is parameterized by three angles

θ12, θ23, θ13 and one phase δ13
2. In the PMNS parametrization [9, 11], U is given

by Eq. 1.28. The validity of the three flavor neutrino paradigm relies very heavily

on the assumption of 3× 3 unitarity of the mixing matrix. Most of the information

1For simplicity, we assume CP conserving new physics scenarios (i.e., all NSI and sterile phases

are set to zero) while obtaining the oscillograms.
2For N flavors, the leptonic mixing matrix, U can be expressed with (N−1)(N−2)/2 Dirac-type

CP violating phases and (N − 1) additional Majorana type phases.
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about the parameters of the neutrino mixing matrix is gleaned from a vast variety of

experiments. We should realize that much of the information originates from νµ and

νe sector via disappearance (ν̄e → ν̄e in case of reactor experiments and ν̄µ → ν̄µ in

case of atmospheric and LBL experiments) and appearance (νµ → νe) measurements

in the ongoing and future LBL neutrino oscillation experiments. The remaining

elements in the mixing matrix are fixed assuming unitarity i.e. probability conser-

vation [83]. Clearly, data from neutrino experiments is not sufficient to constrain all

the elements of the leptonic mixing matrix [84]. On the other hand, the assumption

of unitarity in the quark sector is well justified by data.

Parameter Best-fit value 3σ range Precision (%)

sin2 θ12 0.304 0.270 → 0.344 12

sin2 θ13 0.0218 0.0186 → 0.0250 14

0.0219 0.0188 → 0.0251 14

sin2 θ23 0.452 0.382 → 0.643 25

0.579 0.389 → 0.644 24

δm2
21 [10−5 eV 2] 7.50 7.02 → 8.09

δm2
3l [10−3 eV 2] +2.457 7 +2.317 → +2.607 6

−2.449 −2.590 → −2.307 6

δ13 ∗ [−π : π] ∗

Table 2.1: The best-fit values, 3σ ranges and precision (in percentage) of the six

parameters from the global fit to neutrino data [82]. For entries with two rows, the

first (second) row corresponds to NH (IH). For NH, δm2
3l ≡ δm2

31 > 0 and for IH,

δm2
3l ≡ δm2

32 < 0.

Within the SM, the CP symmetry is broken by complex phases in the Yukawa

couplings. After removing the unphysical phases in the SM, there is only one phys-

ical phase which is the CP violating parameter. This economical description of CP

violation in the SM is referred to as the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) mechanism [85].

But if neutrinos are Majorana particles, there can be two additional Majorana-type

phases in the three flavor case which can not be probed via oscillation experiments.
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In vacuum, the lone CP phase given by KM mechanism accounts for the CP vi-

olation signal. However SI along with the inherent CP asymmetry present in the

Earth matter introduces effects that mimic CP violation. These are referred to as

fake/extrinsic CP violating effects as opposed to the genuine/intrinsic CP violating

effect due to the presence of δ13 [86–91]. Earlier attempts have proposed experi-

mental arrangements [92] and observables useful in disentangling the intrinsic and

extrinsic CP violation components [91] however standard physics was assumed there.

Our work differs in the fact that we analyse this question in the backdrop of three

distinct physics scenarios (SI and two possible sub-dominant new physics effects)

and quantitatively demonstrate that new physics further hinders clean extraction of

the intrinsic component. We also quantify our results in terms of event rates and

make realistic inferences about separability between the intrinsic and extrinsic CP

violating effects.

In the era of precision measurements in neutrino oscillation physics, we need

to consider subdominant new physics scenarios such as NSI or sterile neutrinos and

discuss the capabilities of our planned experiments for some bench mark values of new

physics parameters. We study how neutrino oscillations have the potential to shed

light on these crucial questions relating CP and T symmetries as well as the unitarity

of the neutrino mixing matrix. We also probe deviations due to new physics scenarios.

We go beyond the SM in two respects - one in which we introduce subdominant effects

due to a possible source of new physics dubbed as NSI [93–102] and another where the

presence of extra sterile state can lead to non-unitarity in the 3× 3 part even though

the overall mixing matrix is still unitary [78, 103–109] and examine consequences

relevant to LBL experiments (For other new physics scenarios such as non-unitarity,

see [110–114]). We highlight the regions in L−E space where the effects due to CP

and T violation are drastically modified due to new physics. Our discussion is mostly

targeted towards accelerator based neutrino experiments with L/E ∼ 500 km/GeV

but can easily be extended to SBL experiments and very LBL experiments.
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2.2 Framework

2.2.1 Observables

C, P and T are discrete symmetries that refer to charge conjugation, parity and time

reversal respectively. CP, T and CPT violation signal in any neutrino oscillation

experiment is characterised via a comparison of probability for a given pair of initial

and final flavors να → νβ with their CP, T or CPT conjugate counterparts

CP : να,β =⇒ ν̄α,β

T : να,β =⇒ νβ,α

CPT : να,β =⇒ ν̄β,α (2.1)

The action of CP and T are equivalent to complex conjugation of Uαi. For theoretical

discussions on CP, T and CPT in neutrino oscillations, see [24, 115–118]. There can

be no CP violation in the two flavor case in vacuum as the unitary matrix in two

flavor case can always be made real. In matter with varying density, this need not be

the case (for geometric visualization, see [119, 120]). Some theoretical consequences

of the value of CP violating phase were discussed in [121]. The cosmological effect of

CP violation was discussed in [122].

Let us define the following asymmetries 3 which involve both neutrinos and an-

tineutrinos :

ACPαβ =
Pαβ − P̄αβ
Pαβ + P̄αβ

=
∆PCP

αβ∑
PCP
αβ

(2.2)

ATαβ =
Pαβ − Pβα
Pαβ + Pβα

=
∆P T

αβ∑
P T
αβ

(2.3)

ACPTαβ =
Pαβ − P̄βα
Pαβ + P̄βα

=
∆PCPT

αβ∑
PCPT
αβ

(2.4)

where Pαβ is the probability for transition να → νβ and P̄αβ is the probability for

transition ν̄α → ν̄β. The probability expression is given by

3The denominator
∑
Pαβ (δ13) merely rescales the asymmetry curves.
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Pαβ =
∑

i,j

UαiU
?
βiU

?
αjUβj exp

{
−iδm

2
ijL

2E

}
(2.5)

Obviously, these asymmetries present themselves in different channels (appearance

and disappearance) that can be employed to study CP, T and CPT violation. If CP

were exact, the laws of nature would be same for matter and antimatter. While most

phenomena are CP symmetric, weak interactions violation C and P in the strongest

possible way. T violation is expected as a corollary of CP violation if the combined

CPT transformation is a fundamental symmetry of Nature.

For three flavor case, there are 9 + 9 appearance and disappearance probability

channels for neutrinos and antineutrinos. Further, the unitarity of the 3× 3 mixing

matrix (excluding the case of additional sterile neutrino)

∑

i

UαiU
∗
βi = δαβ (2.6)

can be translated in terms of probability conservation conditions

∑

β

Pαβ =
∑

α

Pαβ = 1 (2.7)

∑

β

P̄αβ =
∑

α

P̄αβ = 1 (2.8)

which are 6 + 6 conditions of which 5 + 5 are independent. This tells us that 4(=

9−5)+4 neutrino and antineutrino oscillation probabilities are independent. Furthur

it may be possible to reduce the number of independent channels to just two for

neutrino (and two for anti-neutrino) oscillation probabilities in case of SI. In the

parametrization considered (Eq. 1.28), the 23 rotation matrix commutes with the

matter part in the Hamiltonian. Denoting the θ23 transformed probabilities by

P̃αβ ≡ Pαβ(s2
23 ↔ c2

23, sin 2θ23 → − sin 2θ23) , α, β = e, µ, τ (2.9)

we can show that

Peτ = P̃eµ , Pτµ = P̃µτ and Pττ = P̃µµ (2.10)

and Pee turns out to be independent of θ23. Due to unitarity, only two of these are

independent [24]. Moreover since the antineutrino probabilities are related to neu-

trino probabilities by δ13 → −δ13 and A→ −A, we are left with just two independent
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probabilities (one possible choice could be Peµ and Pµτ
4). The unitarity condition
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Figure 2.1: CP odd probability difference (∆PCPαβ ) plotted as a function of energy at

a fixed baseline of L = 1300 km. The three rows correspond to the different channels

considered while the three columns refer to effects due to SI, NSI and Sterile. The

solid line corresponds to the case when all CP violating phases are set to zero including

δ13. The dotted (dashed) line corresponds to the case when δ13 = π/2(δ13 = −π/2)

and all additional phases set to zero. The grey bands in the case of NSI and Sterile

refer to the variation in phases of the additional parameters introduced in their allowed

ranges along with the SI phase δ13 (see Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 for the values of the

parameters used).

leads to the following conditions involving CP asymmetries since
∑

β(Pαβ− P̄αβ) = 0

4The choice of these independent probabilities should be such that they should have θ23 depen-

dence and the pair should not be connected by time reversal.
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Figure 2.2: CP odd probability difference (∆PCPαβ ) plotted as a function of baseline

at a fixed energy of E = 1 GeV. The three rows correspond to the different channels

considered while the three columns refer to effects due to SI, NSI and Sterile. The

solid line corresponds to the case when all CP violating phases are set to zero including

δ13. The dotted (dashed) line corresponds to the case when δ13 = π/2(δ13 = −π/2)

and all additional phases set to zero. The grey bands in the case of NSI and Sterile

refer to the variation in phases of the additional parameters introduced in their allowed

ranges along with the SI phase δ13 (see Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 for the values of the

parameters used).

and
∑

α(Pαβ − P̄αβ) = 0

∆PCP
ee + ∆PCP

eµ + ∆PCP
eτ = 0

∆PCP
µe + ∆PCP

µµ + ∆PCP
µτ = 0

∆PCP
τe + ∆PCP

τµ + ∆PCP
ττ = 0

∆PCP
ee + ∆PCP

µe + ∆PCP
τe = 0

∆PCP
eµ + ∆PCP

µµ + ∆PCP
τµ = 0

∆PCP
eτ + ∆PCP

µτ + ∆PCP
ττ = 0 (2.11)

Similarly, in terms of T asymmetries since
∑

β(Pαβ − Pβα) = 0 and
∑

α(Pαβ −
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Pβα) = 0

∆P T
ee + ∆P T

eµ + ∆P T
eτ = 0

∆P T
µe + ∆P T

µµ + ∆P T
µτ = 0

∆P T
τe + ∆P T

τµ + ∆P T
ττ = 0

∆P T
ee + ∆P T

µe + ∆P T
τe = 0

∆P T
eµ + ∆P T

µµ + ∆P T
τµ = 0

∆P T
eτ + ∆P T

µτ + ∆P T
ττ = 0 (2.12)

2.2.2 Three active neutrinos only

Figure 2.3: Same as Fig. 2.1 but for T asymmetry.

As is well-known, the three neutrino flavor states can be mapped to a three-level

quantum system with distinct energy eigenvalues, Ei = p + m2
i /2p in the ultra-

relativistic limit in vacuum along with the assumption of equal fixed momenta (or

energy). In the presence of matter, the relativistic dispersion relation Ei = f(p,mi)

gets modified due to the neutrino matter interactions during propagation.
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Figure 2.4: Same as Fig. 2.2 but for T asymmetry.

• Propagation in vacuum

The effective Hamiltonian is given by

Hv = λ




U




0

rλ

1


U †





(2.13)

where

λ ≡ δm2
31

2E
; rλ ≡

δm2
21

δm2
31

(2.14)

We first briefly review the case of CPT conservation (CPTC) i.e., ACPTαβ = 0

which immediately relates CP and T asymmetries as

ACPαβ = −ACPβα = ATαβ = −ATβα and ACPαα = 0 = ATαα (2.15)

Due to this, the CP asymmetry vanishes when α = β (disappearance channels).

Further, if we assume unitarity of the mixing matrix, the CP and T asymmetries in
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the appearance channels are equal to one another in vacuum

ACPeµ = ACPµτ = ACPτe = ATeµ = ATµτ = ATτe

⇒ ∆PCP
αβ = ∆P T

αβ = ∆P (2.16)

where the probability difference in the appearance channels responsible for CP (T)

violation is given by ∆P . Now in vacuum, we showed that Eq. 2.16 holds which

means that the CP and T violating probability differences in appearance channels

are equal to one another. The numerator in the CP asymmetry (defined in Eq. 2.2)

is given by

∆PCP
αβ = 8J

[
sin(rλλL) sin2 λL

2
− sin(λL) sin2 rλλL

2

]

= 4 sin δ13 Jr [sinλL/2 sin rλλL/2 sin (1− rλ)λL/2] (2.17)

where J = s12c12s23c23s13c
2
13 sin δ13 is the Jarlskog invariant and Jr = J / sin δ13. In

order to have observable effects, we should have substantial interference terms that

contain the CP violating phase δ13. This implies that both λL/2 as well as rλλL/2

must be taken into account. Naturally, the ACPαβ (δ13) vanishes as δ13 → 0, π and

when δ13 = ±π/2, ACPαβ (δ13) attains maximal values. Also it can be noted that the

normalized ACPαβ (δ13) grows linearly with L/E. CPT invariance implies CP violation

implies T violation and vice versa.

Since the three CP/T odd probability differences (involving different channels)

are equal to one another, it suffices to look for CP violation in only one of the three

possible channels (say νµ → νe) and the conclusions drawn (i.e. whether CP/T

is conserved or violated) can be safely extended to include the remaining channels

which may be difficult to explore otherwise (for example, νµ → ντ etc). Therefore

CP conservation or violation in case of vacuum can be established by looking at any

one of the asymmetries.
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• Propagation in matter with effects due to NSI switched on

The effective Hamiltonian in flavor basis entering the Schrödinger equation for neu-

trino propagation is given by

H = Hv +HSI +HNSI

= λ




U




0

rλ

1


U † + rA




1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0


+ rA




εee εeµ εeτ

εeµ
? εµµ εµτ

εeτ
? εµτ

? εττ








(2.18)

where

rA ≡
A(x)

δm2
31

(2.19)

and A(x) = 2
√

2EGFne(x) where ne is the electron number density.

εee |εeµ| |εeτ | |εµe| εµµ |εµτ | |ετe| |ετµ| εττ

< 4.2 < 0.3 < 3.0 < 0.3 ∗ < 0.04 < 3.0 < 0.04 < 0.15

Table 2.2: The current bounds on NSI parameters taken from [63] (see also [62, 67]).

The phases ϕαβ of the off-diagonal parameters are unconstrained and can lie the allowed

range, ϕαβ ∈ [−π, π].

The three terms in Eq. 2.18 are due to vacuum, matter with SI and matter with

NSI respectively. For the NSI case, the εαβ (≡ |εαβ| eiϕαβ) are complex parameters

which appear in HNSI . As a result of the hermiticity of the Hamiltonian, we have

nine additional parameters (three phases and six amplitudes appearing in HNSI).

Switching on matter effects destroys nice feature of the equality of CP and T asym-

metries in case of vacuum (see Eq. 2.13) due to the fact that matter effects can fake

the CP violation signal. In such a scenario, establishing CP conservation/violation in

a particular channel is not enough to conclude overall CP/T violation in the leptonic
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sector in general and one needs to examine asymmetries in all possible channels.

Even if it the case, one needs to make sure whether the source of CP violation is

genuine or fake (depending on the baseline) [123]. In presence of NSI, this is further

disturbed due to the presence of additional parameters (see [93, 96, 97]). On top of

that in case of NSI, there are new genuine sources of CP violation as well as new fake

sources of CP violation (aka matter effects) that can change the asymmetries even

further. For models with possibilties of large NSI, see [124–127].

2.2.3 Three active and one sterile neutrino

This case corresponds to a four level quantum system with the 4× 4 unitary matrix

given by

U sterile = O34(θ34, δ34)O24(θ24, δ24)O14(θ14)O23(θ23)O13(θ13, δ13)O12(θ12) (2.20)

Here, Oij(θij, δij) denotes a rotation in the ij plane by an angle θij and phase δij.

O24(θ24, δ24) =




1 0 0 0

0 c24 0 e−iδ24s24

0 0 1 0

0 −eiδ24c24 0 c24




O14(θ14, δ14) =




c14 0 0 s14

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

−s14 0 0 c14




(2.21)

In presence of an additional sterile neutrino, the conditions for unitarity

∑

β

Pαβ = 1 =
∑

β

P̄αβ (2.22)

are valid if β takes values e, µ, τ, s (”s” stands for sterile). The unitarity condition
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leads to the following conditions involving CP asymmetries since
∑

β(Pαβ− P̄αβ) = 0

∑

α=e,µ,τ

∆PCP
eα + ∆PCP

es = 0

∑

α=e,µ,τ

∆PCP
µα + ∆PCP

µs = 0

∑

α=e,µ,τ

∆PCP
τα + ∆PCP

τs = 0

∑

α=e,µ,τ

∆PCP
sα + ∆PCP

ss = 0 (2.23)

and
∑

α(Pαβ − P̄αβ) = 0 would give four more conditions. Similarly, we can get

conditions in terms of T asymmetries as
∑

β(Pαβ−Pβα) = 0 and
∑

α(Pαβ−Pβα) = 0.

Since we can only detect the active flavors, the presence of sterile neutrinos can be

felt via flavor dependent measure of non-unitarity. The choice of parameters used is

given in Table 2.3.

θ14 [◦] θ24 [◦] θ34 [◦] δ13 [◦] δ24 [◦] δ34 [◦] δm2
41 [eV2]

8.0 5.0 15.0 [−π, π] [−π, π] [−π, π] 1.0

Table 2.3: The current bounds on sterile parameters taken from [128–132].

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 CP and T asymmetries as a function of E and L

The CP asymmetries in three appearance channels are plotted as a function of E and

L in Fig. 2.1 and 2.2 for fixed baseline of L = 1300 km and fixed energy of E = 1 GeV

respectively. Also, the T asymmetries are plotted in Fig. 2.3 and 2.4. In all the

figures, the three rows correspond to the three different channels while the three

columns correspond to the case of SI, NSI and sterile neutrinos. The solid line refers
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Figure 2.5: Measure of non-unitarity (
∑
α |∆PCPeα |,

∑
α |∆PCPµα |,

∑
α |∆PCPτα |) in ster-

ile neutrino case shown in the plane of E − L. The additional phases δ24, δ34 are set

to zero. The location of first oscillation maximum (for P (νµ → νe)) is depicted by

dashed grey curve. Darker regions imply larger amount of non-unitarity present (in

percentage) for those values of E and L.

to the case when all CP violating phases including δ13 are set to zero. The dotted

(dashed) lines refer to δ13 = π/2(δ13 = −π/2) and all additional phases set to zero.

The grey bands correspond to the variation in phases of additional parameters in

presence of new physics (see previous section). We can infer the following from these

plots.

• CP asymmetry : One would expect the CP asymmetry to vanish when δ13 = 0

in vacuum (see Eq. 2.17). From Fig. 2.1 and 2.2, we note that in all the three

physics scenarios, we get non-trivial effects. The size of the effect depends upon

the channel and the choice of parameters considered. For example, for a fixed

baseline of 1300 km as considered in Fig. 2.1 and νµ → νe channel, we notice

that for δ13 = 0, there is a non-trivial effect due to matter even in the case of
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Figure 2.6: Oscillogram of absolute relative CP asymmetry for the appearance chan-

nels. The location of first oscillation maximum (for P (νµ → νe)) is depicted by dashed

grey curve. Darker regions imply larger amount absolute relative CP asymmetry (in

percentage) for those values of E and L.

SI which is prominent near lower energies (around 4-8% near the peak). The

magnitude is similar in case of NSI and Sterile near the peak. However there

are spectral differences in the three cases which may or may not be visible

depending on the particular channel.

In Fig. 2.2, we plot the CP asymmetry as a function of L for a fixed value

of E = 1 GeV. The three curves (solid, dashed and dotted) are oscillatory in

nature and we note that there exist specific values of baselines for which one

cannot distinguish the curves for the cases δ13 = ±π/2 and δ13 = 0. These lie

near 1000 km and 2000 km. In ∆PCP
µτ , we note that surprisingly all the three

curves meet near these values of baseline.

Here again for δ13 = 0, there is non-trivial effect due to Earth matter and the
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Figure 2.7: Oscillogram of absolute relative CP asymmetry for the disappearance

channels. The location of first oscillation maximum (for P (νµ → νe)) is depicted by

dashed grey curve. Darker regions imply larger amount absolute relative CP asymme-

try (in percentage) for those values of E and L.

size of the effects increases with baseline and prominently for the new physics

scenarios. The spectral differences are also visible here.

• T asymmetry : We note that δ13 = 0 (solid line in Fig. 2.3) leads to vanishing

asymmetry in all the three cases (SI, NSI and sterile). Also, the dotted and

dashed lines are similar in all the three physics cases except for the e−τ channel

in sterile neutrino case. Of course, if additional phases are present, there are

non-trivial spectral differences which can be seen as grey bands.

In Fig. 2.4, we plot the T asymmetry as a function of L for a fixed value

of E = 1 GeV. The three curves (solid, dashed and dotted) are oscillatory in

nature and we note that at specific values (or range of values) of baselines, the

three cases (δ13 = ±π/2, δ13 = 0) are indistinguishable. The spectral differences
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Figure 2.8: Oscillogram of absolute relative T asymmetry for the appearance chan-

nels. The location of first oscillation maximum (for P (νµ → νe)) is depicted by dashed

grey curve. Darker regions imply larger amount absolute relative T asymmetry (in

percentage) for those values of E and L.

are also visible more prominently in the sterile case.

2.3.2 Test of unitarity violation - oscillograms

We use coloured oscillograms in the plane of E and L as our tool to depict our

observations. For the case of SI and NC NSI, the three flavor unitarity is maintained

and therefore if we plot the sum of CP odd probability differences, we expect to get

blank regions in these cases. However, for the case of one additional sterile neutrino,

we obtain what is shown in Fig. 2.5. As we can see, there is pattern appearing

in the plot and this has been explained in Appendix B.1. Darker regions imply

larger amount of non-unitarity present (in percentage) for those values of E and

L as depicted by the colour bar on the right. Primarily, the wiggles are arising due
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to the large δm2 oscillations in the 1 − 4 sector. For LBL neutrino experiments,

sin2(λL/2) ' O(1) which gives

λL

2
' 1.57

[
δm2

31

2.5× 10−3 eV 2

2.5 GeV

E

L

1300 km

]
for DUNE (2.24)

for the first oscillation maximum (minimum) in the appearance (disappearance) chan-

nel. We note that E = 1.5 GeV,L = 810 km for NOvA and E = 0.6 GeV,L =

295 km for T2K (and also T2HK) also lead to λL ∼ π. The location of first oscil-

lation maximum (using P (νµ → νe)) is also shown on the plot. Obviously, most of

the ongoing or planned LBL experiments lie on or close to 5 this curve.

The different colours depict the amount of unitarity violation. We can note that

for the νe → να and the ντ → να channel (where α = e, µ, τ), the violation of

unitarity is larger compared to the νµ → να channel. This feature can be ascribed

to the larger values of θ14 and θ34 used in comparison to θ24 (see Table 2.3). There

is also a mild dependence on the value of δ13 as can be seen from different columns.

Also, if we look at middle row (νµ → να channel), it seems that none of the ongoing

LBL experiments can detect the presence of non-unitarity better than ∼ 6% or so.

2.3.3 Distinguishing between intrinsic and extrinsic CP ef-

fects

In the context of LBL experiments where matter can induce extrinsic CP effects, a

non-zero value of ∆PCP
αβ does not unequivocally imply intrinsic CP violation arising

due to the Dirac CP phase (δ13). To get over the problem of finding the source of CP

violation (i.e. whether due to intrinsic CP phase and due to the matter effects), other

observables have been introduced [91] which can prove useful not only to establish

whether CP violation effects arise purely due to the Dirac type CP phase (δ13) or a

combination of the intrinsic and extrinsic CP effects. We can define an observable

quantity which is obtained by taking difference of the CP probability differences com-

puted at different values of δ13 for the appearance as well as disappearance channels

5NOvA is an off-axis experiment.
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as follows [86, 89, 91]

δ[∆PCP
αβ ] = [∆PCP

αβ ](δ13 = π/2)− [∆PCP
αβ ](δ13 = 0)

= [Pαβ − P̄αβ](δ13 = π/2)− [Pαβ − P̄αβ](δ13 = 0) (2.25)

The choices of δ13 in the above equation allow for better observability of the intrinsic

CP effects. Obviously, in vacuum, the second term on the RHS vanishes and the first

term gives completely intrinsic CP contribution which will be non-zero for δ13 = π/2.

If matter effects are switched off, Eq. 2.25 reduces to the expression for vacuum

asymmetry corresponding to CP violation (see Eqs. 2.16 and 2.17). In standard

matter, both first and second terms on RHS will be non-zero in general. The second

term being non-zero in matter signals the presence of purely extrinsic effects. Under

certain conditions 6, the matter contributions are independent of δ13 (i.e., not arising

due to the intrinsic CP phase, δ13, see Eq. 2.26 below) and above quantity is helpful

to extract the intrinsic contribution [25].

From Ref. [25], one can analytically see that for νµ → νe oscillation,

∆PCP
µe = ∆PCP

µe (sin δ13) + ∆PCP
µe (matter, δ13-indep) + . . . (2.26)

which implies decoupling of the intrinsic and extrinsic effects may be possible near

the peak energy. Of course, the decoupling is not expected to work in general.

In Figs. 2.6-2.8, we show the oscillograms of δ[∆P
CP/T
αβ ] in the plane of E and

L for the appearance and the disappearance channels. The three rows correspond to

the different appearance or disappearance channels (as mentioned in the subscripts

of quantities plotted on the y−axes of the plots) while the columns are for SI, NSI

and sterile cases. Unless otherwise stated, in this and the remaining plots, we take

the additional phases in NSI and sterile cases to be zero for the sake of simplicity.

These plots depict how new physics effects impact the inferences about intrinsic CP

effects in the region in E − L plane. Fig. 2.8 is similar to Fig. 2.6 but shows the T

asymmetry.

6As we shall see, both vacuum and matter effects lead to same difference in probability differences

due to interesting conspiracy near the first peak [25]. Note that this cancellation is perfect in case

of standard matter effects but starts getting imperfect in case of new physics scenarios. This is due

to the fact that δ13 and new physics terms appear in a coupled way in the probability expressions.
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The following observations can be made in connection with the difference in CP

asymmetries for the three appearance channels (see Fig. 2.6).

• νµ → νe channel : In the SI case, we note that the regions of large asymmetry

(& 18%) are more concentrated at lower energies (. 2 GeV). Any experiment

operating at higher energies and longer baselines cannot probe intrinsic CP

violation via the quantity considered. The whitish region around a baseline of

∼ 8000 km is due to the fact that it is near the magic baseline where the CP

dependence vanishes [18]. For NSI and sterile cases, we see the pattern in the

oscillogram changes. However in case of NSI, the changes are more drastic. The

new significant dark patches in the NSI case can be accounted for by assuming

non-zero value of a particular NSI parameter (see Appendix B.2). Origin of

different colours can be attributed to different parameters. For instance, in the

νe → νµ and νe → ντ channels, the orangish patch (∼ 8 − 10%) that lies in

E ∈ (5 − 9) GeV, L ∈ (300 − 2000) km is due to the presence of εee. The

sterile case is similar to SI with new features in the entire oscillogram plot.

The wiggles arise due to the fast oscillations induced by δm2
41 which is large

in comparison to the other mass squared splittings. Among the considered

experiments, T2K or T2HK seem to have the potential to extract the intrinsic

CP phase from the probability level discussion as far as the νµ → νe channel is

concerned.

• νµ → ντ channel : Using this channel, extracting intrinsic CP violation is

hard as can be seen from large whitish regions in the oscillogram for the SI

case. Again the pattern is very different for NSI and sterile cases. From the

probability level oscillogram in the νµ → ντ channel, we note that in NSI case,

DUNE lies on a darker patch. This gives an impression that in presence of NSI,

extraction of intrinsic CP phase may be easier as compared to SI case. However

this is misleading since the source of intrinsic CP violation remains the same

in both cases (NSI phases are set to zero). The substructures cancel in sterile

case due to the fact that the wiggles are independent of δ13 (see Fig. B.6 in

Appendix B.3).
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• νe → ντ channel : The gross features are similar to νµ → νe channel. The

darker regions can be understood from the size of the wiggles in Fig. B.6 in

Appendix B.3.

The following observations can be made in connection with CP plots for the three

disappearance channels (see Fig. 2.7).

• νe → νe channel : There is no δ13 dependence in the νe → νe channel [21]

and hence the SI oscillogram is blank. NSI introduces significant effect in this

channel. The features can be understood from Appendix B.2. Also, in sterile

case, there are smaller dark patches as well as wiggles.

• νµ → νµ channel : Here the dependence on δ13 is mild for SI case [21]. Again,

differences arise in case of NSI and sterile.

• ντ → ντ channel : Here the dependence on δ13 is mild and similar to the case

of νµ → νµ channel for SI case [21]. For NSI and sterile, we see darker regions

and wiggles respectively.

The following observations can be made in connection with T asymmetry plots

for the three appearance channels (Fig. 2.8). The oscillograms show features similar

in nature to the CP case but there are fewer dark patches than CP case. Though

the SI and NSI cases are indistinguishable, wiggles appear in sterile case.

2.4 Implications for long baseline accelerator ex-

periments

Below we give a very brief description of the LBL experiments considered to describe

the implications of our results at the level of event rates. For more details, please see

Table 2.4 (see also [96]). We have incorporated realistic efficiencies (Table 2.5) and

errors (Table 2.6) in computation of events in Table 2.7.
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DUNE : We consider a design that uses 120 GeV proton beam with a power of 1.0

MW which corresponds to

P.O.T./year

[5.0× 1020]
∼ Proton beam power

[1 MW]
× T

[107 sec]
× [120 GeV]

Ep
(2.27)

We assume 5 and 5 years of run time in neutrino and antineutrino modes

respectively. The total exposure comes is around 350 Kt.MW.years.

NOvA experiment : We consider a design that uses 120 GeV proton beam with

a power of 0.7 MW which corresponds to

P.O.T./year

[3.0× 1020]
∼ Proton beam power

[0.7 MW]
× T

[107 sec]
× [120 GeV]

Ep
(2.28)

We assume 3 and 3 years of run time in neutrino and antineutrino modes

respectively. The total exposure comes around 84 Kt.MW.years.

T2K experiment : We consider a design that uses 50 GeV proton beam with a

power of 0.770 MW which corresponds to

P.O.T./year

[4.15× 1020]
∼ Proton beam power

[0.770 MW]
× T

[107 sec]
× [50 GeV]

Ep
(2.29)

We assume 3 and 3 years of run time in neutrino and antineutrino modes

respectively. The total exposure comes around 103.95 Kt.MW.years.

T2HK experiment : We consider a design that uses 30 GeV proton beam with a

power of 7.5 MW which corresponds to

P.O.T./year

[8.0× 1021]
∼ Proton beam power

[7.5 MW]
× T

[107 sec]
× [30 GeV]

Ep
(2.30)

We assume 3 and 1 year of run time in neutrino and antineutrino modes re-

spectively. The total exposure comes around 16.8 Mt.MW.years.

We present our results at the level of event rates using the following quantity

δ[∆NCP
αβ ] = [∆NCP

αβ ](δ13 = π/2)− [∆NCP
αβ ](δ13 = 0) (2.31)

Here the first term on the RHS corresponds to the case of maximal CP violation

(δ13 = π/2) while the second term corresponds to CP conservation (δ13 = 0). Since
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DUNE T2K

E = 2.5 GeV, L = 1300 km E = 0.6 GeV, L = 295 km

Runtime (yr) = 5 ν + 5 ν̄ Runtime (yr) = 3 ν + 3 ν̄

35 Kt, LArTPC 22.5 Kt, WC

εapp = 80%, εdis = 85% εapp = 50%, εdis = 90%

Rµ = 0.20/
√
E, Re = 0.15/

√
E Rµ = 0.085/

√
E, Re = 0.085/

√
E

E ∈ [0.5− 10.0] GeV, E ∈ [0.4− 1.2] GeV,

Bin width = 250 MeV Bin width = 40 MeV

NOvA T2HK

E = 1.6 GeV, L = 810 km E = 0.6 GeV, L = 295 km

Runtime (yr) = 3 ν + 3 ν̄ Runtime (yr) = 1 ν + 3 ν̄

14 Kt, TASD 560 Kt, WC

εapp = 55%, εdis = 85% εapp = 50%, εdis = 90%

Rµ = 0.06/
√
E, Re = 0.085/

√
E Rµ = 0.085/

√
E, Re = 0.085/

√
E

E ∈ [0.5− 4.0] GeV, E ∈ [0.4− 1.2] GeV,

Bin width = 125 MeV Bin width = 40 MeV

Table 2.4: Detector configuration, efficiencies, resolutions and relevant energy ranges

for DUNE, NOvA, T2K, T2HK.

all the accelerator experiments mentioned above can produce νµ only at the source

(pion decay), we discuss the implications of our results at the level of event rates

using νµ → any flavor. Note that the binning and energy range of the experiments

are different (see Table. 2.4).

• νµ → νe : Among all the considered experiments, the total event rate is highest

for T2HK by a large margin. This high statistics is due to large detector size

and beam power. Moreover, this means that one would be able to disentangle

intrinsic and extrinsic sources of CP violation better with T2HK. The much

shorter baseline ensures that matter effects are small which in turn simplifies

the extraction of intrinsic CP phase. We can note that NSI and sterile scenarios

also retain this feature as long as additional phases are set to zero (see Table 2.7
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Figure 2.9: |δ[∆NCP
µe ]| plotted as a function of E. The binning for the four experi-

ments is different.

Figure 2.10: |δ[∆NCP
µµ ]| plotted as a function of E. The binning for the four experi-

ments is different.

and Fig. 2.9).

• νµ → νµ : Here, in case of SI, DUNE seems to be the best choice. But, in

presence of new physics such as NSI or sterile, T2HK seems to do slightly

better though DUNE is also competitive (see Table 2.7 and Fig. 2.10).

• νµ → ντ : The number of events are scarce even after using a higher energy

beam tune and evidently we can not draw useful conclusions from this channel

(see Table 2.7 and Fig. 2.11).
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Figure 2.11: |δ[∆NCP
µτ ]| plotted as a function of E. We get handful events for DUNE

and none for the rest.

2.5 Conclusion

It is fair to say that neutrino oscillation physics has entered a precision era and the

upcoming LBL experiments are expected to shed some light on one of the crucial

unknown parameters in the oscillation framework - the leptonic CP phase. Going

beyond the recent studies revealing how potential new physics scenarios can hinder

the clean determination of this important parameter [78, 93–109], we address the issue

of clean separation of the intrinsic leptonic CP phase from the extrinsic contribution

arising due to SI as well as new physics7. We also show the impact of new physics

on testing non-unitarity.

Accelerator-based LBL experiments are plagued with the problem of clean sep-

aration of intrinsic and extrinsic CP violating terms due to the fact that neutrinos

propagate through Earth matter. Resolution of this is a difficult task and there are

several suggestions including new observables in literature. In order to elucidate and

quantify our results, we use an observable quantity given by Eq. 2.25 (see [86, 89, 91])

and scan the range of energies and path lengths relevant to LBL experiments. We

consider two new physics scenarios - NSI in propagation and additional sterile neu-

7We assume that only source of intrinsic CP violation is due to δ13 which is very optimistic. In

principle, the new physics scenarios considered here can also bring in more sources of intrinsic CP

violation via pure phase terms.
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trinos. We depict our outcome in the form of oscillogram plots in L−E space where

we unravel the regions where the impact of new physics on the oscillograms could be

potentially large. We also highlight the differences in the different physics cases for

some benchmark values of new physics parameters. Our discussion is mostly targeted

towards accelerator based neutrino experiments with L/E ∼ 500 km/GeV but can

easily be extended to short baseline (SBL) experiments and very LBL experiments.

Other than the question of separating the intrinsic CP contribution, we also discuss

the impact of additional sterile neutrinos on the unitarity conditions.

For the sake of simplicity, we set the additional intrinsic CP phases (induced by

new physics) to zero and discuss the impact of additional parameters appearing in

NSI and sterile cases that are extrinsic in nature. Furthur through the event rates

(see Eq. 2.31) for realistic configurations for some of the ongoing and planned LBL

experiments, we show which experiment has better potential to answer the questions

that we have posed in this article. We have considered four LBL experiments -

T2K, T2HK, DUNE and NOvA and also taken into account both the appearance

(νµ → νe) and disappearance (νµ → νµ) channels for each of them (see Sec. 2.4).

We demonstrate how even the restricted class of CP conserving new physics effects

complicate the separation of intrinsic CP phase from the extrinsic CP effects that

can come from SI or new physics. Our main results can be summarised as follows :

• Non-unitarity : Deviation from unitarity (in the sterile case) at the probability

level can be discernible by looking at various E and L ranges where one gets

darker regions. Fig. 2.5 shows the deviation from unitarity for three different

values of δ13. Obviously, in vacuum, one would expect to get blank region

whenever the source of CP violating phase vanishes (δ13 being the only source of

CP violation, see Eq. 2.11). This corresponds to the middle column of Fig. 2.5.

Instead we see some pattern even for δ13 = 0 and this can be attributed to the

SI with matter which contributes to non-unitarity. We can note that only

in channels involving ντ , it might be possible for DUNE or NOvA or T2HK

to reveal some signature of non-unitarity. However this is not expected to

be useful at the level of events. Non-unitarity is very hard to probe in the ντ
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channel using any of the LBL experiments primarily because one is statistically

limited in case of tau events (see Fig. 2.5).

• Extraction of intrinsic CP violating component and comparison of new physics

scenarios with SI : At the probability level, the darker shaded regions imply

larger influence of new physics. This dark region should not be thought of as

aiding the extraction of intrinsic CP component in any given channel, rather

it makes the situation more complicated. Some of the ongoing and future

experiments are shown as bulleted points along the curve representing the first

oscillation maximum. For lower values of E and L, it is expected that the NSI

effects would be small and hence one could in principle have a clean detection

of intrinsic component. From the oscillograms, we can note that the impact of

new physics scenarios is more prominent at larger values of E and L. Also, note

that NOvA and DUNE lie on lighter shaded region of the oscillogram while T2K

(and T2HK) is at a darker patch. Hence the baseline choice of T2K or T2HK is

desirable in order to extract the intrinsic component from the probability level

analysis. Finally, at the level of events, T2HK wins due to the large statistics

in order to cleanly extract the intrinsic contribution (see Fig. 2.6 - 2.8).

• Event analysis : At the level of event rates, we find that T2HK offers best

statistics among all the considered experiments in case of νµ → νe channel.

But, DUNE is competitive with T2HK if we consider νµ → νµ channel. Tau

appearance channel is mostly not useful due to limited statistics (see Figs. 2.9

- 2.11 and Table 2.7).

Finally some comments concerning the validity of our approach are in order. We

assume that only source of intrinsic CP violation is due to δ13 which is very optimistic.

In principle, the new physics scenarios considered here can also bring in more sources

of intrinsic CP violation via pure phase terms. Any source of new physics therefore

has both intrinsic (i.e. phases) and extrinsic components and discussing the problem

with both components is rather cumbersome. In fact, the separation of intrinsic

contribution using a quantity like δ(∆PCP
αβ ) is feasible only when there is one source
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of intrinsic CP violation (δ13) present. For a more general scenario with phases

introduced in the new physics sector, one needs to think of appropriate observables

to be able to separate out the intrinsic contribution.

Nonetheless we would like to stress that our overall approach to survey the impact

of CP conserving new physics scenarios is quite general and can be applied to other

new physics scenarios or other regimes in E−L space. The discussion in the present

work is targeted towards accelerator-based neutrino experiments with L/E ∼ 500

km/GeV but the ideas can easily be extended to SBL experiments or very LBL

experiments.
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Experiment Channel Signal (sg)/Background (bg) Efficiency (%)

DUNE

νµ → νe

sg: νe 80

bg:

(a) νe beam 46

(b) νµ CC misidentification rate 0.8

(c) νµ NC misidentification rate 0.6

νµ → νµ
sg: νµ 85

bg: νµ NC misidentification rate 0.5

NOvA

νµ → νe

sg: νe 24

bg:

(a) νe beam 12

(b) νµ CC misidentification rate 0.04

(c) νµ NC misidentification rate 0.15

νµ → νµ
sig: νµ 80

bg: νµ NC misidentification rate 0.15

T2K and T2HK

νµ → νe

sg: νe 50

bg:

(a) νe beam 50

(b) νµ CC misidentification rate 0.03

(c) νµ NC misidentification rate 0.5

νµ → νµ
sg: νµ 90

bg: νµ NC misidentification rate 0.5

Table 2.5: Signal (sg) and Background (bg) efficiencies for the experiments

considered (DUNE, T2K, T2HK and NOvA).
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Experiment Channel sg error (%) bg error (%)

DUNE
νµ → νe 5 10

νµ → νµ 5 45

NOvA
νµ → νe 5 5

νµ → νµ 5 5

T2K and T2HK
νµ → νe 10 5

νµ → νµ 2.5 20

Table 2.6: Signal (sg) and Background (bg) error for the experiments

considered (DUNE, T2K, T2HK and NOvA).
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Experiment SI NSI Sterile

νµ → νe νµ → νµ νµ → νe νµ → νµ νµ → νe νµ → νµ

DUNE (NH, π/2) 345 91 644 252 325 60

DUNE (NH, −π/2) 328 91 261 252 197 60

DUNE (IH, π/2) 231 41 141 187 227 28

DUNE (IH, −π/2) 310 41 514 187 278 28

NOvA (NH, π/2) 40 19 59 41 43 12

NOvA (NH, −π/2) 34 19 16 41 22 12

NOvA (IH, π/2) 33 12 15 36 38 9

NOvA (IH, −π/2) 36 12 53 36 43 9

T2K (NH, π/2) 22 4 26 6 23 3

T2K (NH, −π/2) 15 4 11 6 8 3

T2K (IH, π/2) 14 3 11 5 22 3

T2K (IH, −π/2) 21 3 24 5 21 3

T2HK (NH, π/2) 2142 44 2575 273 1954 55

T2HK (NH, −π/2) 2001 44 1567 273 1492 55

T2HK (IH, π/2) 2021 32 1574 217 2552 71

T2HK (IH, −π/2) 2094 32 2531 217 2658 71

Table 2.7: |δ[∆NCP
αβ ]| = |[∆NCP

αβ ](δ13 = ±π/2) − [∆NCP
αβ ](δ13 = 0)| summed over

energy bins for different experiments for NH and IH. For NSI, we show the collective

case when the NSI parameters |εeµ| = 0.04, |εeτ | = 0.04, |εµτ | = 0.03, εµµ = 0.06, εττ =

0.1, εee = 0.4, ϕeµ = 0, ϕeτ = 0, ϕµτ = 0 are considered. The sterile parameters are

as mentioned in Table 2.3.



Chapter 3

Summary and future prospects

Neutrino physics represents a major frontier of high energy physics and astroparticle

physics research today. A succession of seminal results from low energy experiments

involving neutrinos from a variety of sources (solar, atmospheric, reactor and acceler-

ator) have established the phenomenon of neutrino flavor oscillations on a firm footing

which in turn implies existence of tiny non-zero neutrino masses. A vibrant global

experimental program in neutrino physics is underway, with the goal of answering

several outstanding fundamental questions which crucially impact our search for a

theory beyond the SM. This includes the LBL experiments and SBL experiments.

The important long and SBL experiments are :

• DUNE [52] is a leading-edge experiment for neutrino science and proton decay

studies. This experiment, together with the facility that will support it, the

Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility (LBNF), will be an internationally designed,

coordinated and funded program, hosted at the Fermi National Accelerator

Laboratory (Fermilab) in Batavia, Illinois. A ceremonial groundbreaking for

the International LBNF/DUNE project took place in July at the Sanford Un-

derground Research Facility. DUNE will attempt to answer some of the yet

unresolved questions in neutrino physics such as whether CP is violated, if the

neutrino mass hierarchy is normal or inverted and what is the correct octant

of θ23.

• The SBN Program [75] is a joint effort (ICARUS-T600, MicroBooNE, SBND)
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to use their detectors to perform sensitive searches for νe appearance and νµ

disappearance in the Booster Neutrino Beam at Fermilab. All of the detectors

utilize liquid argon time projection chambers (LArTPC), and each contributes

to the development of this technology for the long-baseline DUNE experiment at

Fermilab. Previous neutrino experiments have seen some hints of yet another

sterile neutrino, and SBN will hunt for evidence of this unconfirmed fourth

state.

On the theoretical front, it is well known that the phenomenon of neutrino os-

cillations cannot be accommodated within the SM of particle physics. The neutrino

sector in the SM has only left-handed neutrinos and right-handed anti-neutrinos.

The absence of right-handed neutrinos in the SM doesnot allow for a Dirac mass

term unlike other fermions. Thus the neutrinos are massless in the SM. For the

above mentioned reasons, neutrinos provide an unmatched window to probe physics

beyond the SM, also referred to as new physics. In the minimal extension to account

for neutrino masses, we need to include 3 right handed neutrinos : νeR, νµR and ντR

in the theory. These are singlets under SU(3)c and SU(2)L and carry no hypercharge,

Y = 0.

In this thesis, we go beyond the minimal model of new physics required to explain

neutrino masses and we are concerned with the phenomenological aspects of neutrino

oscillations in presence of new physics (NSI and sterile neutrinos) at LBL neutrino

experiments. This thesis is divided into two chapters. We have carried out the study

both analytically as well as numerically with the use of GLoBES software [79]. We

first summarize the inferences obtained thus far. Then we will discuss the ideas that

we are currently investigating.

• Chapter 1 serves as the introduction to the thesis, and also reviews the basic

requirements necessary to study a class of exotic processes via new physics in

neutrino sector. The Chapter starts with an introduction to the basic features

of the SM and the need for new physics (particularly relevant for the problems

discussed in this thesis). We introduce the neutrino oscillations formalism in

vacuum and matter and discuss the salient features in each case. We then
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present the current state of the art in neutrino oscillation physics. We also

give experimental details and cover the wide range of sources and variety of

detectors that are in use to study neutrino oscillations. We give an overview

of the physics goals of the LBL neutrino experiments with particular emphasis

on the DUNE experiment. We discuss the oscillation probabilities that can be

studied at LBL in vacuum and in matter. Towards the end, we introduce and

motivate the two new physics scenarios that we have studied in this thesis -

NSI and sterile neutrinos.

• Chapter 2 deals with probing discrete symmetries and their violations at LBL

accelerator experiments in presence of new physics. We define the observable for

quantifying the CP (C-Charge conjugation, P-Parity) and T (T-Time reversal)

violations. In presence of sterile neutrino, we also study the effects due to

non-unitarity in neutrino mixing. We then present our results in terms of

oscillograms to depict the impact of new physics on the observable defined

above. Finally, we also discuss the issue of extraction of intrinsic CP phase at

LBL experiments.

3.1 Summary of work done

It is fair to say that neutrino oscillation physics has entered a precision era and the

upcoming LBL experiments are expected to shed some light on one of the crucial

unknown parameters in the oscillation framework - the leptonic CP phase. Going

beyond the recent studies revealing how potential new physics scenarios can hinder

the clean determination of this important parameter [78, 93–109], we address the issue

of clean separation of the intrinsic leptonic CP phase from the extrinsic contribution

arising due to SI as well as new physics1. We also show the impact of new physics

on testing non-unitarity.

1We assume that only source of intrinsic CP violation is due to δ13 which is very optimistic. In

principle, the new physics scenarios considered here can also bring in more sources of intrinsic CP

violation via pure phase terms.
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Accelerator-based LBL experiments are plagued with the problem of clean sep-

aration of intrinsic and extrinsic CP violating terms due to the fact that neutrinos

propagate through Earth matter. Resolution of this is a difficult task and there are

several suggestions including new observables in literature. In order to elucidate and

quantify our results, we use an observable quantity given by Eq. 2.25 (see [86, 89, 91])

and scan the range of energies and path lengths relevant to LBL experiments. We

consider two new physics scenarios - NSI in propagation and additional sterile neu-

trinos. We depict our outcome in the form of oscillogram plots in L−E space where

we unravel the regions where the impact of new physics on the oscillograms could be

potentially large. We also highlight the differences in the different physics cases for

some benchmark values of new physics parameters. Our discussion is mostly targeted

towards accelerator based neutrino experiments with L/E ∼ 500 km/GeV but can

easily be extended to SBL experiments and very LBL experiments. Other than the

question of separating the intrinsic CP contribution, we also discuss the impact of

additional sterile neutrinos on the unitarity conditions.

For the sake of simplicity, we set the additional intrinsic CP phases (induced by

new physics) to zero and discuss the impact of additional parameters appearing in

NSI and sterile cases that are extrinsic in nature. Furthur through the event rates

(see Eq. 2.31) for realistic configurations for some of the ongoing and planned LBL

experiments, we show which experiment has better potential to answer the questions

that we have posed in this article. We have considered four LBL experiments -

T2K, T2HK, DUNE and NOvA and also taken into account both the appearance

(νµ → νe) and disappearance (νµ → νµ) channels for each of them (see Sec. 2.4).

We demonstrate how even the restricted class of CP conserving new physics effects

complicate the separation of intrinsic CP phase from the extrinsic CP effects that

can come from SI or new physics. Our main results can be summarised as follows
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3.1.1 Deviation from unitarity in presence of additional ster-

ile neutrino

Deviation from unitarity (in the sterile case) at the probability level can be discernible

by looking at various E and L ranges where one gets darker regions. Fig. 2.5 shows

the deviation from unitarity for three different values of δ13. Obviously, in vacuum,

one would expect to get blank region whenever the source of CP violating phase

vanishes (δ13 being the only source of CP violation, see Eq. 2.11). This corresponds

to the middle column of Fig. 2.5. Instead we see some pattern even for δ13 = 0 and

this can be attributed to the SI with matter which contributes to non-unitarity. We

can note that only in channels involving ντ , it might be possible for DUNE or NOvA

or T2HK to reveal some signature of non-unitarity. However this is not expected to

be useful at the level of events. Non-unitarity is very hard to probe in the ντ channel

using any of the LBL experiments primarily because one is statistically limited in

case of tau events (see Fig. 2.5).

3.1.2 Extracting the intrinsic CP violating component in

presence of new physics

At the probability level, the darker shaded regions imply larger influence of new

physics. This dark region should not be thought of as aiding the extraction of intrinsic

CP component in any given channel, rather it makes the situation more complicated.

Some of the ongoing and future experiments are shown as bulleted points along the

curve representing the first oscillation maximum. For lower values of E and L, it is

expected that the NSI effects would be small and hence one could in principle have

a clean detection of intrinsic component. From the oscillograms, we can note that

the impact of new physics scenarios is more prominent at larger values of E and

L. Also, note that NOvA and DUNE lie on lighter shaded region of the oscillogram

while T2K (and T2HK) is at a darker patch. Hence the baseline choice of T2K or

T2HK is desirable in order to extract the intrinsic component from the probability

level analysis. Finally, at the level of events, T2HK wins due to the large statistics
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in order to cleanly extract the intrinsic contribution (see Fig. 2.6 - 2.8).

3.1.3 Discussion at the level of event rates

At the level of event rates, we find that T2HK offers best statistics among all the

considered experiments in case of νµ → νe channel. But, DUNE is competitive with

T2HK if we consider νµ → νµ channel. Tau appearance channel is mostly not useful

due to limited statistics (see Figs. 2.9 - 2.11 and Table 2.7).

Finally some comments concerning the validity of our approach are in order. We

assume that only source of intrinsic CP violation is due to δ13 which is very optimistic.

In principle, the new physics scenarios considered here can also bring in more sources

of intrinsic CP violation via pure phase terms. Any source of new physics therefore

has both intrinsic (i.e. phases) and extrinsic components and discussing the problem

with both components is rather cumbersome. In fact, the separation of intrinsic

contribution using a quantity like δ(∆PCP
αβ ) is feasible only when there is one source

of intrinsic CP violation (δ13) present. For a more general scenario with phases

introduced in the new physics sector, one needs to think of appropriate observables

to be able to separate out the intrinsic contribution.

Nonetheless we would like to stress that our overall approach to survey the impact

of CP conserving new physics scenarios is quite general and can be applied to other

new physics scenarios or other regimes in E−L space. The discussion in the present

work is targeted towards accelerator-based neutrino experiments with L/E ∼ 500

km/GeV but the ideas can easily be extended to SBL experiments or very LBL

experiments.

3.2 Experimental Status : neutrino mixing

Neutrino mixing among the three neutrino flavors is described by 3×3 unitary matrix

U =




c12c13 s12c13 s13e
−iδ13

−s12c23 − c12s13s23e
iδ13 c12c23 − s12s13s23e

iδ13 c13s23

s12s23 − c12s13c23e
iδ13 −c12s23 − s12s13c23e

iδ13 c13c23
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Figure 3.1: Flavor content of neutrinos for the current values of oscillation parame-

ters for NH (left) and IH (right). Adapted from [133] to include the current best-fit

values.

where sij = sin θij, cij = cos θij and δ13 is the Dirac CP phase.

We can readily see that the angles of the mixing matrix can be defined through the

elements of the mixing matrix :

c2
12 =

|Ue1|2
1− |Ue3|2

; s2
12 =

|Ue2|2
1− |Ue3|2

s2
13 = |Ue3|2

s2
23 =

|Uµ3|2
1− |Ue3|2

; c2
23 =

|Uτ3|2
1− |Ue3|2

(3.1)

In Table 1.4 and 1.5, we have summarized the present status of the known three

flavor neutrino oscillation parameters [26] obtained from a global analysis of data

available from solar, atmospheric, reactor and accelerator experiments. The unknown

parameters are sign(δm2
31) and δ13. We summarize our current knowledge about neu-

trino mass and mixing parameters [26] in terms of a flavor diagram (Fig. 3.1) which

depicts how much of the individual flavors (shown in different colours) are contained

in each mass state. The probability that a neutrino of given mass m2
i contains fla-

vors of νe, νµ, ντ is proportional to the length of the respective coloured band. The

vertical height takes into account the θ23 variation. Neutrino oscillation experiments
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are sensitive to mass squared differences and not absolute masses. Presently, there

can be two possibilities - NH or IH. In the case of NH, m2
1 is one of the lowest states

and m2
3 is highest and this gets reversed when we have IH.

3.3 Ongoing work and future prospects

We briefly mention the ongoing work that we are presently engaged in. The first

one concerns the optimal beam tune to study the current unknowns in neutrino

oscillations. The key goal is to measure CP violation and it is well-known that

even tiny effects can obscure the determination of this important parameter. In any

experimental collaboration, detailed optimization techniques are used to optimize the

signal for our need. Here the question concerns sensitivity to CP violation.

3.3.1 Beam optimization in presence of NSI

Usually, in the standard case, the beam optimization is carried out with a genetic

algorithm [134] that uses “survival of the fittest” concept to identify the primary

beam, horn and target parameters that maximize sensitivity to CP violation. Such

optimizations have been carried out for several target options and horn shapes which

produce several beam options all of which give rise to neutrino fluxes and projected

sensitivities to CP violation that are drastically improved over the reference beam

that is considered in the DUNE CDR [52]. This is handled by DUNE Beam Opti-

mization Task Force (BOTF) [135].

Since we are interested in studying oscillations at far detector, we would like to

optimize the beam of neutrinos for direction and energy relevant to the physics goals.

The process involved is

• The primary beam strikes (neutrino production) target in the target hall.

• The product of the interaction of primary beam with the target produces pions

and kaons which get collected in the target hall and focussed towards the far

detector.
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• Among all pions and kaons, only those that are pointed correctly enter the long

decay pipe where neutrinos are produced.

The LBNF beamline design has been planned to optimize neutrino flux in appropriate

energy range so as to meet the the physics goal of DUNE. In Fig. 3.2, the νµ → νe

L	=	1300	km	;	δ13	=	-143	°	;	NH

2 1

P
(ν

μ	
→

	ν
e)

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

E	(GeV)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Figure 3.2: Probability of νµ → νe oscillation as a function of energy.

oscillation probability is depicted in the energy range (0.1-8) GeV for a fixed (1300

km) baseline same as the DUNE. One can identify two energy ranges that are useful.

The first one corresponds to the region of first oscillation maximum shown as “1”

which covers energies between 1.5 − 5 GeV and the other one corresponds to the

region of second oscillation maximum represented as “2” which covers lower energy

region in 0.1 − 1.5 GeV. The neutrino flux must be maximized in the energy range

corresponding to the two regions of interest. The higher energy spectrum is produced

by pions and kaons of 3.5 − 12 GeV while the lower energy spectrum by pions and

kaons of energies less than a few GeV. The focusing of the charged pions and kaons

requires at least two magnetic horns. The focused pions and kaons are collected in

the decay pipe where they decay into neutrinos. High energy pions and kaons are

mostly collimated with LBNF beamline axis and normally require longer pipe length

and smaller pipe diameter where as low energy pions and kaons are widely distributed

and require larger pipe diameter. The reference design has a 194 long decay pipe of

diameter 4 m, which matches well with the physics of DUNE [52]. The remaining
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protons that do not interact with target along with the residual kaons and pions are

absorbed in the hadron absorber which is specially designed with aluminium, steel

and concrete pile to prevent the radioactivity in the surrounding soil.

After carrying out the optimization procedure, the best-fit beam is depicted in

Fig. 3.3 along with the reference beam for comparison. The parameters are given in

Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.3: νµ in neutrino mode (left) and antineutrino mode (right)

Parameter Reference value Best-fit value

Horn Current (kA) 294 ≈ 293

Proton Energy (GeV) 120 ≈ 113

Horn B Longitudinal Position (mm) 2957 ≈ 3673

Horn C Longitudinal Position (mm) 17477 ≈ 14963

Table 3.1: The beam parameters for reference and best-fit beam.

The CP violation sensitivity for the two fluxes is shown in Fig. 3.4. The total

runtime is 7 years with 3.5 year in neutrino mode and 3.5 year in antineutrino mode.

We have used a 40 Kt liquid Argon detector.

We now come to the discussion of NSI and its impact on the beam optimization

procedure. In order to examine the impact of NSI, it is instructive to look at the

plot of CP asymmetry as shown in Fig. 3.5 [136].

The CP asymmetry,

ACPµe =
P (νµ → νe)− P̄ (νµ → νe)

P (νµ → νe) + P̄ (νµ → νe)
(3.2)
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Figure 3.4: CP violation sensitivity for the two fluxes shown above.

is plotted in Fig. 3.5 against the neutrino energy for a fixed baseline of 1300 km. The

black solid curve denotes the CP asymmetry for the case of SI with δ13 = 0 and the

black dashed curve denotes the CP asymmetry in presence of NSI (|εeµ| = 0.1) with

δ13, φeµ = 0. The two bands, cyan and grey denote the CP asymmetry in the SI and

NSI (εeµ = 0.1) cases respectively where the phases have been taken in the allowed

range (Fig. 3.5). From Fig. 3.5, we find that the difference of CP asymmetry between

the SI and NSI case is not too large at around 2.5 GeV. Since the reference flux of

120 GeV optimized engineered beam is peaked around 2.5 GeV, it is expected that

the reference beam will give better sensitivity to CP violation. However we also note

that the difference between SI and NSI is significantly large at higher energies [136].

This calls for optimizing the neutrino flux at high energies in order to study effects

due to NSI and also to disentangle SI from NSI.

3.3.2 Role of the second oscillation maximum at DUNE

The LBL neutrino experiments are planned to exploit the first oscillation maximum

of the νµ → νe probability (i.e. L/E ' 500 km/GeV) and the neutrino flux is

typically tuned to be peaked at a value of energy corresponding the first oscillation

maximum for a given baseline. The location of the dominant phase term in the

probability dictates the value of energy since the present unknowns are expected to
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Figure 3.5: CP asymmetry plotted as a function of energy for a baseline of 1300 km

relevant for DUNE. The solid (dashed) black curve is for SI case with δ13 = 0 (NSI

case with non-zero moduli but zero phases). The cyan band is for SI with δ13 taking

all possible values in the allowed range. The grey band is for NSI with all phases in

allowed ranges

be best extracted by using that combination of E and L.

We attempt to elucidate the role of second oscillation maximum in investigating

the sensitivity to the standard unknowns in oscillation physics i.e., CP violation,

mass hierarchy and octant of θ23. We utilise an optimal beam tune so that the flux

at second oscillation maximum is large.

The next generation neutrino oscillation experiments would allow us to precisely

determine the known parameters and determine the remaining unknowns in the neu-

trino oscillation formalism. The LBL neutrino experiments are designed such that

the desirable physics outcome is achieved. Typically, the optimal combination is for

a value of baseline (L) and energy (E) for which Pµe has its first peak [137]. This

is referred to as the first oscillation maximum. Typically, for shorter baselines, the

higher oscillation maximas are unaccessible as the energies at which these occur are

too small. For longer baselines, it may be possible to access the information from

the second (and higher) oscillation maxima.

A promising future experiment is the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment
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Figure 3.6: ∆PCPµe plotted in vacuum and in matter (for NH) as a function of δ for

a fixed baseline of 1300 km and for two fixed energy values corresponding to first and

second oscillation maxima.

(DUNE). Neutrino beam will be produced at Fermilab and will travel 1300 km to a

liquid Argon (LAr) far detector placed at an on-axis location at Sanford Underground

Research Facility (SURF). The primary aim of DUNE is to address the question of CP

violation and identify the neutrino mass hierarchy [52]. A wide-band neutrino beam

originating from the Fermilab proton complex is considered for DUNE. A systematic

evaluation of optimal baseline for discovery of CP violation, determination of the

mass hierarchy and resolution of the θ23 octant in a LBL oscillation experiment was

carried out by Bass et al. [137] and it was concluded that for achieving unambiguous

measurement of these parameters, one needed a baseline atleast of the order of 1000

km. It was further shown from the asymmetry plot that CP measurement was

better achieved in the vicinity of second oscillation maximum irrespective of the mass

hierarchy and results for sensitivities to standard three flavor oscillation parameters

were presented. The authors had considered two detector types - Water Cherenkov

(WC) and LAr and performed the study for the erstwhile LBNE [52].

Overall, one sees that the probability difference is larger for the energy corre-

sponding to second oscillation maximum (E = 0.87 GeV) in comparison to the case
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when the energy is pinned to the value at first oscillation maximum (E = 2.62

GeV). This holds both in vacuum and in matter for all values of δ. The difference is

maximum when δ takes values ±π/2. (see Fig. 3.6).

The idea of using the second oscillation maximum is not new. The prospect of

using high intensity low energy neutrino beam using Project X was studied in [138]

and it was demonstrated the simultaneous operation of 8 GeV and 60 GeV beams

in conjunction with a WC detector allows for sensitivity to νµ → νe oscillation at

the second oscillation maximum. The focus of the study was to attain high preci-

sion measurement of θ13 and δCP . With the goal of enhancing the mass hierarchy

sensitivity, the authors of [139] introduced a second detector at an off-axis location

(same beam was used) and obtained marginal improvement for certain values of δCP

in the worse half plane of δCP values. It was shown that one could utilize the larger

CP violation signal at the second oscillation maximum at yet another facility called

the European Spallation Source (ESS) neutrino Super Beam (ESSnuSB) with a large

underground Water Cherenkov detector located at 540 km from Lund, Sweden [140].

Their conclusion was that the second oscillation maximum was advantageous from

the view point of discovery of CP violation.

However, it should be noted that, a comprehensive and detailed assessment of the

role of different oscillation maxima for a given experiment such as DUNE has not

been addressed in the earlier works and this is the main motivation of the ongoing

work.
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Appendix A

A.1 Effective potentials in matter

The interaction of neutrinos while propagating through matter, which could be co-

herent or incoherent, affects their properties. For purely incoherent inelastic ν-p

scattering, the characteristic cross section, which is very small, is given by:

σ ∼ G2
F s

π
∼ 10−43cm2

(
E

1 MeV

)2

. (A.1)

The minuteness of this cross section is appreciated by the fact that if a beam of 1010

neutrinos with E ∼ 1 MeV was aimed at the Earth, only one would be deflected. The

matter is enhanced by the contribution from forward elastic coherent interactions.

The medium remains unchanged in coherent interactions rendering the interference

of scattered and unscattered neutrino possile, waves which enhances the effect. Co-

herence further decouples the evolution equation of the neutrinos from the equations

of the medium. Here, the effect of the medium is described by an effective potential

which depends on the density and composition of the matter [16].

We derive the effective potential for the evolution of νe in a medium. The effective

low-energy Hamiltonian describing the relevant neutrino interactions is given by

HW =
GF√

2
[J (+)µ(x)J (−)

µ (x) +
1

4
J (N)µ(x)J (N)

µ (x)] (A.2)
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where the Jµ’s are the standard fermionic currents,

J (+)
µ (x) = νe(x)γµ(1− γ5)e(x) (A.3)

J (−)
µ (x) = e(x)γµ(1− γ5)νe(x) (A.4)

J (N)
µ (x) = νe(x)γµ(1− γ5)νe(x)− e(x)[γµ(1− γ5)− 4 sin2 θWγµ]e(x)

+ p(x)[γµ(1− g(p)
A γ5)− 4 sin2 θWγµ]p(x)− n(x)γµ(1− g(n)

A γ5)n(x) (A.5)

g
(n,p)
A are the axial couplings for neutrons and protons, respectively. Now, we con-

centrate on the effect of the CC interactions. The effective CC Hamiltonian due to

electrons in the medium is

H
(e)
C = GF√

2

∫
d3pef(Ee, T ) (A.6)

× 〈〈e(s, pe)|e(x)γµ(1− γ5)νe(x)νe(x)γµ(1− γ5)e(x)|e(s, pe)〉〉
=

GF√
2
νe(x)γµ(1− γ5)νe(x)

∫
d3pef(Ee, T )〈〈e(s, pe)|e(x)γµ(1− γ5)e(x)|e(s, pe)〉〉

where s is the electron spin and pe its momentum. The energy distribution function

of the electrons in the medium, f(Ee, T ), is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic

and is normalized as ∫
d3pef(Ee, T ) = 1 (A.7)

By 〈...〉 we denote the averaging over electron spinors and summing over all elec-

trons in the medium. Notice that coherence implies that s, pe are the same for initial

and final electrons.

Expanding the electron fields e(x) in plane waves we find

〈e(s, pe) | e(x)γµ(1− γ5)e(x)|e(s, pe)〉

=
1

V
〈e(s, pe) | us(pe)a

†
s(pe)γµ(1− γ5)as(pe)us(pe)|e(s, pe)〉 (A.8)

where V is a volume normalization factor. The averaging gives

1

V
〈〈e(s, pe)|a†s(pe)as(pe)|e(s, pe)〉〉 = ne(pe)

1

2

∑

s

(A.9)

where ne(pe) is the number density of electrons with momentum pe. We assumed here

that the medium has equal numbers of spin +1/2 and spin −1/2 electrons, and we
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used the fact that a†s(pe)as(pe) = N (s)
e (pe) is the number operator. We thus obtain:

〈〈e(s, pe)|e(x)γµ(1− γ5)e(x)|e(s, pe)〉〉 = ne(pe)
1

2

∑

s

u(s)(pe)γµ(1− γ5)u(s)(pe)

=
ne(pe)

2
Tr
[me + /p

2Ee
γµ(1− γ5)

]
= ne(pe)

pµe
Ee

(A.10)

Isotropy implies that
∫
d3pe ~pef(Ee, T ) = 0. Thus, only the p0 term contributes

upon integration, with
∫
d3pef(Ee, T )ne(pe) = ne (the electron number density).

Substituting Eq. A.10 in Eq. A.6 we obtain:

H
(e)
C =

GFne√
2
νe(x)γ0(1− γ5)νe(x) (A.11)

The effective potential for νe induced by its CC interactions with electrons in matter

is then given by

VC = 〈νe|
∫
d3x H

(e)
C |νe〉 =

GFne√
2

2

V

∫
d3x u†νuν =

√
2GFne (A.12)

For νe the sign of V is reversed. This potential can also be expressed in terms of the

matter density ρ:

VC =
√

2GFne ' 7.6Ye
ρ

1014g/cm3 eV (A.13)

where Ye = ne
np+nn

is the relative number density.

Three examples that are relevant to observations are the following:

• At the Earth core ρ ∼ 10 g/cm3 and VC ∼ 10−13 eV;

• At the solar core ρ ∼ 100 g/cm3 and VC ∼ 10−12 eV

• At a supernova ρ ∼ 1014 g/cm3 and VC ∼ eV
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B.1 Origin of oscillogram pattern depicting non

unitarity in the Sterile case

Figure B.1: ∆PCPeα , ∆PCPµα and ∆PCPτα plotted as a function of E for a fixed baseline

of 1300 km.

In order to explain the features of different panels in Fig. 2.5, in Fig. B.1 we show
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the individual components (blue, black and darkgreen curves) and the sum of the

contributions in each row (red curves) appearing in Fig. 2.5 for a fixed baseline of

1300 km. As we can see the red curve is rapidly oscillating which leads to thin light

and dark patches in Fig. 2.5 along the horizontal line at 1300 km. The amplitude

of the red curve depends on the value of the sterile mixing angle relevant in each

channel (see the main text).

B.2 Origin of dark regions in the CP and T oscil-

lograms in NSI case

The approximate analytic expressions for probabilities upto second order in small

parameters (r̂A, s13, ε’s) in different channels in case of NSI are given in [68, 69, 141].

Using the analytic expressions, we attempt to explain the distinct features of the

oscillograms (Figs. 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8). In order to simplify the tedious expressions, we

assume the following

• NH

• |εeµ| = |εeτ | which is consistent with our choice of parameters in generating

the oscillograms. This results in the cancellation of terms ∝ (|εeµ| − |εeτ |) and

allows for useful simplifications in the analytical formulae.

• the NSI phases are set to zero (ϕeµ = ϕeτ = ϕµτ = 0)

• Upto second order, the expression for P (νe → να) (where, α = e, µ, τ) contain

the NSI parameters εeµ, εeτ , εee [68]. Hence, the mild effect of εµτ , εµµ, εττ on

electron sector cannot be understood from these.

• To get the anti-neutrino probabilities, one needs to do the following replace-

ments rA → −rA, δ13 → −δ13, εαβ → ε∗αβ.

In order to facilitate the presentation, we define the following quantities (the bars

above indicate the corresponding quantities for antineutrinos.).
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1.

rA =
A

δm2
31

≈ 0.03 E[GeV ] ρ[gm/cc]

r̂A = rA (1 + εee)

λ =
δm2

31

2E
(B.1)

2.

C =
r̂A√

2
(|εeµ|+ |εeτ |) ; C̄ = −C

D1 =
sin((1− r̂A)λL/2)

1− r̂A
− sin((1 + r̂A)λL/2)

1 + r̂A
; D̄1 = −D1

D2 =
sin((1− r̂A)λL/2)

1− r̂A
+

sin((1 + r̂A)λL/2)

1 + r̂A
; D̄2 = D2

D =
sin((1− r̂A)λL/2)

(1− r̂A)2
− sin((1 + r̂A)∆)

(1 + r̂A)2
; D̄ = −D (B.2)

3.

Ω = |Ω|eiω where

|Ω| ≈
√
s2

13 + C2 + 2s13C cos δ13

r̂A
2

tanω =
C sin δ13

s13 + C cos δ13

and |Ω̄| ≈
√
s2

13 + C2 − 2s13C cos δ13

r̂A
2

tan ω̄ =
C sin δ13

s13 − C cos δ13

(B.3)

Note that, ω vanishes at δ13 = 0.

4.

Σ = |Σ| exp{iσ} where

|Σ| = (rλ/2rA) sin 2θ12 + (∝ (|εeµ| − |εeτ |)) ≈ (rλ/2rA) sin 2θ12 ,

σ ' δ13 for ϕαβ = 0 . (B.4)

Hence, ¯|Σ| = −|Σ| and σ̄ = −σ.

Now we give the simplified expressions for the different sectors below.
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• µ− τ sector:

δ∆PCP
µτ = δ(Pµτ − P̄µτ )

= (Pµτ − P̄µτ )|δ13=π/2 − (Pµτ − P̄µτ )|δ13=0

≈ 4s13C sinλL/2

{
cos(r̂AλL/2)D − λL/2(cosλL/2)

2rA

1− r̂A2

}

+ rλ sin 2θ12 sin(r̂AλL/2) sinλL/2 sin θ13D1 (B.5)

Figure B.2: δ(∆PCPµτ ) as a function of E[GeV] for 6 fixed values of the baseline L[km].

The darkgreen (blue) curve corresponds to the first (second) term of Eq. B.5. The red

curve is the value of |δ∆PCPµτ | in Eq. B.5. The black dashed curve corresponds to the

value of |δ∆PCPµτ | in the SI case.
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δ∆PCP
µµ = δ(Pµµ − P̄µµ)

= (Pµµ − P̄µµ)|δ13=π/2 − (Pµµ − P̄µµ)|δ13=0

≈ 4s13C

(
D1D2 +

r̂AλL/2 sin(λL)

1− r̂A2 −D cos(r̂AλL/2) sinλL/2

)

+ 2rλ sin 2θ12 cosλL/2
sin(r̂AλL/2)

r̂A

[
s13D2 +

2C sin((1 + r̂A)λL/2)

1 + r̂A

]
(B.6)

These expressions serve to explain the qualitative features obtained in Fig. 2.6

and 2.7. We note that δ∆PCP
µτ and δ∆PCP

µµ are shown in the middle row of Fig. 6

and 7 respectively. In Figs. B.2 and B.3, different terms in Eq. B.5 and B.6 have

been plotted respectively and we can connect these plots with Fig. 2.6 and 2.7. We

observe the following distinct features from Figs. B.2.

Figure B.3: δ(∆PCPµµ ) as a function of E [GeV] for 6 fixed values of the baseline L

[km]. The darkgreen (blue) curve corresponds to the first (second) term of Eq. B.6.

The red curve is the value of |δ∆PCPµµ | in Eq. B.6. The black dashed curve corresponds

to the value of |δ∆PCPµµ | in the SI case.
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• The gross nature of |δ∆PCP
µτ | and |δ∆PCP

µµ | (the red curves) is mostly dictated

by the first term (∝ Cs13) in Eq. B.5 and B.6 respectively. The first term is

purely NSI term and is the dominant term in the expression. Note that the

second term in Eq. B.5 and B.6 is scaled by rλ (≈ 10−2) which is small in

comparison to the first term.

• Let us compare the plots at different baselines. For shorter baselines, |δ∆PCP
µτ |

is insignificant for all values of energies but for some choice of energies it be-

comes prominent as the baseline increases. This prominence can be visualized

as a series of peaks in the plot. As the baseline increases, these peaks show

the following tendencies - shift towards right, becoming broad or narrow and

change in prominence (amplitude) among the different peaks. There are two

prominent long dark orangish stretches in Fig. 2.6 - one around E ∼ 3.5− 7.5

GeV and L ∼ 1000 − 5000 km and another thinner one around E ∼ 2.5 − 3.5

GeV and L ∼ 1000 − 5000 km. These can be explained from the first (right

most) peak in Fig. B.2. The slant of these stretches is due to shift in the peak

position towards right as the baseline increases. The sharpness of the second

peak of Fig. B.2 and its relatively mild shift from ∼ 3 GeV to ∼ 6 GeV as L

increases from ∼ 3500 km to ∼ 9000 km produces the less slanted thin dark

stretch in Fig. 2.6. In addition, there are two dark patches at very long base-

lines in Fig. 2.6 around E ∼ 3− 5 GeV and L ∼ 8000− 10000 km. The sudden

rise in magnitude of the second peak at around ∼> 8000 km produces the two

dark spots in Fig. 2.6 at longer baseline values.

• The features in Fig. B.3 are grossly similar to Fig. B.2.

The peaks can be mapped to the dark patches/regions in the NSI plot (middle

row and middle panel) of Fig. 2.7.

• We note that there are more white spaces in the middle panel of Fig. B.2 than

that in Fig. B.3. Because of the overall sinλL/2 dependence, the first term of

δ(∆PCP
µτ ) (dark green curves in Fig. B.2 and Eq. B.5) vanishes if λL/2 ∼ π or

L/E ∼ 1000 km/GeV. No such overall sinλL/2 is present in the first term of
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Eq. B.6 for δ(∆PCP
µµ ), making it less probable to vanish.

• The much smaller dark patches at energies . 2 GeV in the middle panels of

Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 arise because of rapid oscillation at lower energies (. 2 GeV)

in Fig. B.2 and B.3 respectively.

• In presence of SI only (black dashed curves in Figs. B.2 and B.3), we note that

the values of δ(∆PCP
µτ ) and δ(∆PCP

µµ ) are very small. This explains the almost

completely white/light yellowish oscillograms in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 respectively

(middle row, left column).

• µ− e sector:

Figure B.4: δ(∆PCPµe ) as a function of E[GeV] for 6 fixed values of the baseline L[km].

The darkgreen (blue) curve corresponds to the first (second) term of Eq. B.7. The red

curve is the value of |δ∆PCPµe | in Eq. B.7. The black dashed curve corresponds to the

value of |δ∆PCPµe | in the SI case.
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δ∆PCP
µe = δ(Pµe − P̄µe)

= (Pµe − P̄µe)|δ13=π/2 − (Pµe − P̄µe)|δ13=0

≈ −2
√

2Cs13

[
sin2((1− r̂A)λL/2)

(1− r̂A)2
+

sin2((1 + r̂A)λL/2)

(1 + r̂A)2

]

+
2rλ sin 2θ12 sin(r̂AλL/2)

r̂A

[
CD1 cosλL/2− s13D2 sinλL/2

− sin((1− r̂A)λL/2)

1− r̂A
(C + s13) cos(ω − λL/2)

+
sin((1 + r̂A)λL/2)

1 + r̂A
(s13 − C) cos(ω + λL/2)

]
(B.7)

We make the following observations from Fig. B.4 which are useful to understand

the features in Fig. 2.6 (top row, middle panel).

• In Fig. B.4, we plot δ(∆PCP
µe ) as a function of E for different baselines. The

overall behaviour is dominated by the first term of Eq. B.7.

• Unlike the case of δ(∆PCP
µτ ) or δ(∆PCP

µµ ), here we have only one primary peak

in Fig. B.4. This peak starts appearing roughly at L & 5000 km and rapidly

grows with the baseline. This gives rise to the dark inverted triangular shaped

patch in Fig. 2.6 (top row, middle column) at E ≈ 4− 6 GeV .

• The orangish blob in the same panel of Fig. 2.6 (at L . 2000 km and roughly

at 5 GeV < E < 9 GeV) is due to the presence of εee
1.

• e− e sector:

δ∆PCP
ee = δ(Pee − P̄ee)

= (Pee − P̄ee)|δ13=π/2 − (Pee − P̄ee)|δ13=0

≈ 8Cs13

[
sin2((1− r̂A)λL/2)

(1− r̂A)2
+

sin2((1 + r̂A)λL/2)

(1 + r̂A)2

]
(B.8)

From Eq. B.8, we note that δ∆PCP
ee contains only one term which is the same

as the first term of Eq. B.7 for δ∆PCP
µe apart from a scaling factor. We note that

1we have checked this numerically by assuming only the presence of the parameter εee
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Figure B.5: |δ(∆PCPee )| as a function of E [GeV] for 6 fixed values of the baseline

L[km]. The single term in Eq. B.8 has been plotted as red curves.

δ∆PCP
ee vanishes completely in absence of NSI. Indeed, we see that the top, left panel

of Fig. 2.7 is completely white. Also, the second column of the top row of Fig. 2.7 is

qualitatively similar 2 to the corresponding oscillogram for δ∆PCP
µe (top row, second

column of Fig. 2.6).

B.3 Pattern of CP and T oscillograms in the Ster-

ile case

In Fig. B.6, we plot the various probability differences (see the legend) that go in

the calculation of δ∆PCP
αβ in presence of a sterile neutrino for the channels νµ → νe,

νµ → ντ and νe → ντ (corresponding to the three rows of Fig. 2.6). The baseline

is taken to be 1300 km. These three panels correspond to the three rows of the

2The numerical factor 2
√

2 makes the dark patches in the oscillogram for δ∆PCPee only darker.
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Figure B.6: Probability differences for the appearance channels in sterile case and

size of the wiggles for different channels for a fixed baseline of 1300 km.

right column of Fig. 2.6. One can see that δ∆PCP
µτ (represented by the red curve in

Fig. B.6) is quite smooth, unlike δ∆PCP
µe or δ∆PCP

eτ , that show rapidly oscillating

nature3. We also note that the amplitude of the wiggles is larger in the νe → ντ

channel than that in νµ → νe channel. Indeed, in Fig. 2.6 (the three rows in the

right column), we see that the oscillogram is mostly smooth in the νµ → ντ channel.

Also, the νe → ντ channel seems to be more wiggly than the νµ → νe channel in the

oscillogram 4.

3these rapid secondary oscillations are the manifestations of a high δm2
41 ∼ 1 eV 2

4Note from Table. 2.3 that, we have considered a value of 15o for θ34, which is quite large

compared to θ14 (∼ 8o) and θ24 (∼ 5o). The large allowed range for θ34 (< 25o) permits us to use

such a large value for it. Although θ34 has marginal effect on the νµ → νe channel, the νe → ντ

channel depends quite significantly on θ34. This, in turn, produces the large wiggles for δ∆PCPeτ .


